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Preface

In this thesis oxygen and sulfide turnover in hypersaline microbial mats from Solar Lake

(Sinai, Egypt) was investigated. The processes involved in oxygen and sulfide cycling were

studied with microsensors, particularly their regulation by temperature and irradiance and

the effect of these parameters on their interactions. The diffusional characteristics of the

microbial mats were determined by application ofNMR imaging.

The results of these studies are presented and discussed in the following chapters (2-4),

followed by a summary of the thesis. A general introduction is presented in chapter I.
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General Introduction
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1.1 Microbial mats

Chapter I

Microbial mats are accretionary, cohesive microbial communities growmg on solid

surfaces, thereby often stabilizing unconsolidated sediments. These structured and coherent

macroscopic accumulations of microorganisms often show a typical lamination pattern due

to differences in pigmentation and cohesion of the distinct metabolic groups of

microorganisms zonated within the mats. The mat-inhabiting microorganisms excrete

considerable amounts of extracellular polysaccharides which form a polymer matrix in

which the microorganisms are embedded, thereby contributing to a stabilization and

formation of a cohesive structure (Pierson 1992). Microbial mats are the oldest structured

and smallest ecosystems in the world (van Gemerden 1993; Karsten and Kiihl 1996).

Modern microbial mats are considered as recent analogues of lithified ancient microbial

mats, preserved in the fossil record as stromatolites (Margulis et al. 1980; Walter et al.

1992). Studies of modern microbial mat communities may help to interpret the fossil

record of ancient stromatolitic organisms and the chemical signatures left in stromatolites

and may provide insight into these early stages of life, their environment and

environmental changes in ancient atmospheres and oceans (Des Marais et al. 1992a;

Castenholz 1994; Des Marais 1995).

Microbial mats are distributed all over the world and can be found in several environments,

like marine sediments (supra-, inter- and subtidal), thermal springs, hypersaline lakes and

lagoons, Antarctic lakes, deep sea hydrothermal vents, freshwater lakes and streams

(overview of geographical distribution in Pierson 1992; Bauld 1981). The occurrence of

well developed microbial mats seems to be restricted to environments where the prevailing

conditions strongly reduce the survival of higher organisms and therefore the grazing

pressure on the microorganisms (Cohen 1989; Pierson 1992), like e.g. in hypersaline

environments (Krumbein et al. 1977; Bauld 1984: D'Amelio et al. 1989; Skyring and

Bauld 1990; Des Marais et al. 1992b). Although some small grazers occur in hypersaline

environments and thermal springs, they are not inhibiting the development of microbial

mats (Farmer 1992). Cyanobacterial mats also develop in illuminated coastal sediments

after removal of benthic fauna (Fenchel 1998).
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Microbial mats are inhabited by diverse functional groups of microorganisms. Marine and

hypersaline microbial mats generally consist of oxygenic and anoxygenic phototrophs,

chemolithotrophic bacteria, aerobic and anaerobic heterotrophic bacteria, which show a

typical zonation pattern within the mat (van Gemerden 1993). Cyanobacteria are often

dominant phototrophs in these mats (Krumbein et al. 1977; J0rgensen et al. 1983;

D'Amelio et al. 1989; Des Marais et al. 1992b), providing physical strength and growth

substrates for diverse groups of mat-inhabiting organisms (van Gemerden 1993). Despite

the occurence of high primary production, the yearly biomass accretion rate of hypersaline

mats is low, due to high remineralization rates of organic matter by aerobic and anaerobic

heterotrophic processes (Krumbein et al. 1977; Canfield and Des Marais 1993). The

highest metabolic activity is confined to the uppermost millimeters of the mats, where the

microorganisms closely interact, leading to the development of steep physico-chemical

gradients (Revsbech et al. 1983; Des Marais 1995). Due to the close proximity of the

microorganisms in these cohesive ecosystems, diffusion is the predominant mode of solute

transport (van Gemerden 1993).

1.2 Oxygen and sulfur cycle in microbial mats

Important parameters for the metabolic activity and the vertical distribution of mat

inhabiting microorganisms are the distribution of oxygen and sulfide within the mat, which

is strongly regulated by the natural light regime. Oxygenic photosynthesis by cyanobacteria

and diatoms in the uppermost mat layer is the driving force of marine and hypersaline mats

(van Gemerden 1993; Castenholz 1994). Cyanobacterial excretion and lysis products are

respired by aerobic heterotrophic bacteria. Intense heterotrophic activity may create

microenvironments around the cyanobacteria where oxygen becomes depleted and CO2 is

replenished, protecting the cyanobacteria from photooxidative stress (Marshall 1989).

Other oxygen-consuming processes are associated with the phototrophic organisms, like

respiration of organic carbon compounds ("dark respiration"), oxygenase activity of

ribulose- I ,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (photorespiration) or pseudocyclic

electron transport (Mehler reaction) (Beardall and Raven 1990). In hypersaline mats,
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dissimilatory sulfate reduction is the dominant anaerobic process of carbon mineralization

(J0rgensen et al. 1992; Canfield and Des Marais 1993). Fermentation by anaerobic

heterotrophic microorganisms is tightly coupled to the terminal process of anaerobic

decomposition via the production/consumption of fermentation products, i.e. low

molecular weight organic compounds and hydrogen (J0rgensen et al. 1992). The produced

sulfide is aerobically oxidized by colorless sulfur bacteria (chemolithotrophs), which are

therefore confined to the often very narrow oxygen-sulfide interface. In the light,

anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, which use sulfide as electron donor for photosynthetic

carbon assimilation, have to compete with these organisms. The competition for reduced

inorganic sulfur compounds between both groups is strongly regulated by the availability

of oxygen and light (J0rgensen and Des Marais 1986). Low oxygen concentrations at the

oxygen-sulfide interface can lead to incomplete sulfide oxidation by colorless sulfur

bacteria, resulting in a coexistence of both processes in the mat (van Gemerden 1993; van

den Ende et al. 1996). The beneficial and competitive interactions between these diverse

functional groups of microorganisms finely regulate oxygen and sulfur cycling in microbial

mats. A scheme of the various interactions between the mat-inhabiting microorganisms is

given in Figure I. The different groups of microorganisms occur in close association within

the uppermost millimeters of the mat, showing a vertical zonation pattern which is often

partly visible due to the pigmentation of dominant bacteria in the different layers. These

layers do, however, not have well-defined boundaries, but rather show an overlap. The

utilization and production of various intermediate sulfur compounds by the different

groups of microorganisms (e.g. van Gemerden 1993; Cypionka 1994) and the involvement

of physico-chemical processes, like e.g. chemical oxidation, polysulfide and iron sulfide

formation, results in a complex oxygen and sulfur cycle within microbial mats.
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Figure I: Scheme of the interactions between the different functional groups of microorganisms inhabiting
microbial mats. Positive interactions are indicated by black arrows, negative by white arrows (from van den
Ende and van Gemerden 1994).

The oxygen and sulfur cycle is strongly regulated by the natural light regime. Extreme

variations of physico-chemical gradients occur in the mats between darkness and the

exposure to bright sunlight at midday (Revsbech et al. 1983). Oxygenic photosynthesis

during the day results in a pronounced build-up of oxygen supersaturation in the surface

layer, shifting the oxygen-sulfide interface from the surface to greater depths within the

mat. During the night, intense O2 consumption results in oxygen depletion and only minor

oxygen penetration, whereas sulfide accumulates and rises close to the mat surface

(Revsbech et al. 1983). To thrive under these conditions requires physiological and

behavioral adaptations of the different groups of mat-inhabiting microorganisms, like e.g.

motility and metabolic versatility.

Mat-building cyanobacteria exhibit physiological flexibility and are able to switch to

alternative modes of metabolism. Under dark anaerobic conditions, as it occurs In

microbial mats during the night, some cyanobacteria are capable of fermentation and of
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anaerobic respiration in the presence of e!emental sulfur, resulting in the formation of

sulfide (Oren and Shilo 1979; Heyer et al. 1989; Moezelaar et al. 1996). Anoxygenic

photosynthesis in the presence of sulfide and light can be induced in several mat-building

cyanobacteria (Cohen et al. 1975; Garlick et al. 1977; Cohen et al. 1986; de Wit and van

Gemerden 1987b) and different adaptations to sulfide among cyanobacteria have been

described (Cohen et at. 1986). This facultative anoxygenic phototrophy is advantageous

especially in the early morning, when the cyanobacteria are exposed at sunrise to high

sulfide levels that built up during the night. With the capability to remove sulfide, an

inhibitor of oxygenic photosynthesis, and rapidly switch to oxygenic photosynthesis at low

sulfide levels, cyanobacteria are well adapted to the pronounced diurnal fluctuations of

sulfide and oxygen occurring in these ecosystems. The most versatile mode of adaptation

to sulfide is represented by the cosmopolitan mat-building cyanobacteria Microcoleus

chthonoplastes, since anoxygenic and partially inhibited oxygenic photosynthesis operate

simultaneously in the presence of sulfide (Cohen et al. 1986; Jmgensen et al. 1986). The

physiological flexibility of cyanobacteria to cope with the diurnal changes between

aerobic-anaerobic conditions and periodical exposure to sulfide and oxygen, is a selective

advantage and may be one reason for their pronounced abundance in these ecosystems. The

drastic fluctuations in the photic zone seem to be selective environmental factors against

both strict anaerobic and strict aerobic phototrophic organisms (Padan and Cohen 1982;

Jmgensen et at. 1986). Anoxygenic mats exclusively formed by anoxygenic photosynthetic

bacteria can be found in environments where both high temperatures and elevated sulfide

concentrations prevail (Ward lOt al. 1989; Ward et al. 1992).

Many mat-building cyanobacteria are also able to migrate in response to light and can

therefore position themselves at depths of optimal light intensity and avoid damaging high

irradiances and excess exposure to UV (Castenholz 1982; Garcia-Piche! et al. 1994; Bebout

and Garcia-Pichel 1995; Kruschel and Castenholz 1998). Some cyanobacterial migration

may also be due to chemotaxis e.g. in response to sulfide (Castenholz 1982; Whale and

Walsby 1984). Migration of other mat-inhabiting organisms e.g. in response to oxygen

stress or depth zonation of the oxygen-sulfide interface include sulfate-reducing bacteria

(Krekeler et al. 1998; Teske et al. 1998) and the colorless sulfur bacterium Beggiatoa sp.

(e.g. Garcia-Pichel et al. 1994). The non-motile purple sulfur bacterium Thiocapsa

roseopersicina is able to grow chemolithotrophically in the presence of oxygen, and is
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therefore physiologically well adapted to the fluctuating oxygen-sulfide regimes In

microbial mats (de Wit and van Gemerden 1987a; de Wit 1992).

The uppermost layers of microbial mats are densely populated by sulfate-reducing bacteria

(Visscher et al. 1992; Teske et al. 1998). Since sulfate-reducing bacteria in these layers are

exposed to pronounced oxygen fluctuations due to photosynthetic oxygen production

during the day, they also seem to possess a high metabolic versatility and adaptive

strategies to overcome unfavorable conditions during the day. These strategies include

besides diurnal migration, facultative aerobic respiration and aggregate formation

(Krekeler et al. 1998; Teske et al. 1998). FUl1hermore, significant sulfate reduction activity

occurs in the upper well oxygenated zone of mats, where the produced sulfide does not

accumulate due to rapid reoxidation (Canfield and Des Marais 1991; Frtind and Cohen

1992; J0rgensen 1994; Teske et al. 1998). It was suggested that sulfate reduction in this

zone may be associated with the utilization of substrates excreted by the phototrophic

community (Cohen 1984; Cohen et al. 1994).

Thus, the close proximity of the diverse functional groups of microorganisms within the

mat enables several beneficial interactions between the organisms via substrate supply and

consumption of metabolic products, but also requires adaptive strategies to cope with

unfavorable conditions imposed by the dynamic and fluctuating microenvironment and to

compete successfully for common substrates.

Microbial mats therefore represent ideal model systems to study biological dynamics and

trophic interactions betwe(;n microorganisms, as well as physiological and behavioral

strategies of microorganisms to thrive in a highly dynamic ecosystem. Furthermore, due to

the absence of bioturbation and the close association of primary producers with the

heterotrophic community, microbial mats allow studies of biogeochemical processes, the

coupling between various microbial processes involved in carbon, oxygen and sulfur

cycling and their regulation on a microscale.
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1.3 Regulation of oxygen and sulfur cycling by light and temperature

As described above, oxygen and sulfur cycling in microbial mats is strongly controlled by

the die! light-dark cycle. Additional to these diel or short term variations, the light regime

also changes on a seasonal scale. The particular prevailing light regime strongly influences

the species composition, metabolic activity and vertical stratification of mat-constructing

phototrophs (Skyring and Bauld 1990). Simultaneous with the changing light conditions,

microbial mat communities generally experience covariations of temperature.

Light is strongly attenuated in densely populated microbial mats due to light scattering and

absorption by phototrophic organisms. Selective absorbance of light by the differently

pigmented mat-inhabiting phototrophs alters the spectral composition of light within the

community (J0fgensen and Des Marais 1988; Ktihl and J0rgensen 1992; Ktihl et al. 1994).

The depth of the photosynthetically active zone, the zonation of motile phototrophs and

photosynthetic activity especially in deeper, light-limited parts of the mat therefore

strongly depend on the intensity of the downwelling surface irradiance.

Photosynthesis generally increases with irradiance until photosynthesis gets saturated and

approaches maximal photosynthesis. Photosynthesis remains then either constant with

increasing inadiance or decreases due to photoinhibition. Photosynthesis at light-limiting

conditions is controlled by the photochemical processes involved in photosynthesis. The

initial increase of photosynthesis with irradiance therefore depends on the photosynthetic

efficiency, i.e. light-harvesting and photosynthetic energy conversion efficiency, and is

generally considered to be relatively insensitive to temperature on a short-term scale

(Davison 1991; Henley 1993). Photosynthesis at light saturation is primarily limited by

carbon metabolism, including enzymatic reactions of the Calvin cycle, diffusion and

transport processes, and is therefore strongly regulated by temperature (Davison 1991;

Henley 1993). The typical short-term response of light-saturated photosynthesis to

increasing temperatures is a progressive increase up to an optimum temperature, and a

rapid decline at temperatures above the optimum temperature (Javor and Castenholz 1984;

Davison 1991; Blanchard et al. 1996). Variations of the light and temperature regime

during a seasonal cycle, may lead to an acclimation and/or change in structure and

composition of benthic phototrophic communities (Grant 1986; Blanchard et al. 1996;
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Barranguet et al. 1998). Thus, temperature and light are major environmental factors

controlling photosynthesis in benthic phototrophic communities (Cadee and Hegeman

1974; Rasmussen et al. 1983; Grant 1986; Canfield and Des Marais 1993; Barranguet et al.

1998).

The response of the phototrophic community to changing temperature and light conditions

may have significant effects on different processes involved in oxygen and sulfur cycling

in microbial mats, due to their dependence either on the supply of organic compounds

and/or oxygen availability (1.2). Sulfate reduction in microbial mats increases with

temperature (Skyring et aJ. 1983; Canfield and Des Marais 1991; Canfield and Des Marais

1993; Jorgensen 1994), and QIO values of sulfate reduction of 2.0 to 2.4 were reported

(Skyring et al. 1983; Jorgensen 1994). There seems to be no clear general effect of light on

sulfate reduction rates (Canfield and Des Marais 1991; Frtind and Cohen 1992). A detailed

study on the biogeochemistry of hypersaline mats showed that the major microbial

processes involved in oxygen and sulfur cycling, i.e. oxygenic photosynthesis, sulfate

reduction, oxygen consumption due to aerobic respiration and sulfide oxidation,

significantly increased after a lOoC to l3°C temperature increase, and that primary

production changed with temperature by a similar amount as the heterotrophic processes,

indicating that hypersaline mats are closely coupled systems (Canfield and Des Marais

1993). It was suggested that carbon remineralization by aerobic and anaerobic processes

alleviates CO2 limitation at high photosynthetic rates (Canfield and Des Marais 1993;

Teske et al. 1998), possibly further contributing to a complex regulation of oxygen and

sulfur cycling in microbial mats. Although temperature and light are important

environmental parameters controlling metabolic activities in benthic phototrophic

communities, only little is known about the regulation of oxygen, sulfur and carbon cycling

in microbial mats.
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1.4 Solar Lake

Chapter I

Solar Lake is a small (140 by 50 m) and shallow (4-6 m deep) sea-marginal hypersaline

lake on the Sinai coast, separated from the Red Sea by a gravel bar. Seawater seeps into the

lake through the gravel bar and accumulates at the surface, where it is subjected to

pronounced evaporation. Solar Lake is characterized by an exceptional limnological cycle,

with an inverse thermal stratification during winter and holomixis during summer. A

pycnocline establishes in autumn due to increasing water supply and decreasing solar

radiation. Solar heating of the concentrated brine below the pycnocline leads to a

simultaneous development of a thermocline. The salinity of the surface water increases

towards summer due to increasing evaporation, which alleviates the density differences and

subsequently results in overturn to holomixis in summer. Steep gradients of salinity, pH,

oxygen, sulfide, and temperature occur during the stratification period of the lake, whereas

during holomixis the water salinity, pH and temperature are constant throughout the water

column (Cohen et al. 1977).

Distinct microbial mats cover the bottom of Solar Lake which were classified according to

their general morphology, species composition and location (Krumbein et al. 1977;

J0rgensen et al. 1983). Finely layered, compacted cyanobacterial mats up to I m thick

occur in the shallov-" part of the lake. The cyanobacterial mats at increasing water depths,

i.e. at the slope and bottom of the lake, are less structured. A flocculose cyanobacterial mat

develops during winter stratification at the bottom of the lake at high sulfide

concentrations, which is composed of filamentous cyanobacteria (mainly "Oscillaloria

limnelica"), capable of performing anoxygenic photosynthesis (Cohen et al. 1975;

Krumbein et al. 1977).

The mats in the shallow part of the lake were most intensively investigated. Depending on

the season, the surface layer of these mats is dominated by unicellular cyanobacteria and

diatoms, or by filamentous cyanobacteria (Krumbein et al. 1977). The mats are

characterized by high concentrations of mostly autochthonous organic matter, high

abundance of aerobic and anaerobic heterotrophic bacteria in the upper layers of the mat

and an enrichment in polysulfides (J0rgensen and Cohen 1977; Krumbein et a!. 1977;

Cohen et al. 1980; Aizenshtat et a!. 1984). Despite high primary productivity, the yearly
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biomass accretion is low, due to high rates of carbon remineralization (Cohen et at. 1980).

Several studies consider different aspects of oxygen and sulfur cycling in these mats,

including determination of primary productivity, sulfate reduction activity, fine-scale

distribution of oxygenic photosynthesis, oxygen, pH and sulfide, diurnal cycles of oxygen

and sulfide microgradients, transition between anoxygenic and oxygenic photosynthesis,

microbial composition and distribution (J0rgensen and Cohen 1977; Krumbein et at. 1977;

J0fgensen et al. 1979; J0rgensen et at. 1983; Revsbech et at. 1983; Campbell and Golubic

1985; J0fgensen et al. 1986; Kreke1er et at. 1998; Teske et at. 1998). However, little is

known about the regulation of oxygen and sulfur cycling by environmental parameters,

which may significantly influence the productivity of these mats.

1.5 Fine-scale measurements in microbial mats

Due to the close association of the diverse functional groups of microorganisms inhabiting

microbial mats and the confinement of high microbial activity to the uppermost mat layers,

techniques that allow measurements on a microscale have to be applied for the

investigation of microbial mats. Microsensors are appropriate tools for the characterization

of physico-chemical microenvironments within compact and complex ecosystems due to

their small dimensions and concomitant high spatial resolution (Revsbech and J0rgensen

1986; Amann and Ktihl 1998; Kiihl and Revsbech 1999). Besides fine-scale microsensor

measurements of concentration gradients of important solutes and metabolites like oxygen,

hydrogen sulfide, pH, hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide (Revsbech and J0rgensen 1986;

Amann and KGhl 1998; Kiihl and Revsbech 1999), it is also possible to determine the

depth distribution of oxygenic gross photosynthesis at high spatial resolution (Revsbech

and J0rgensen 1983). The simultaneous measurement of oxygenic gross photosynthesis

and oxygen concentration profiles enables the estimation of oxygen consumption in

distinct layers, i.e. in the photic and the aphotic zone of light incubated mats, using either

computer simulations (Revsbech et at. 1986) or simple flux calculations (Jensen and

Revsbech 1989; KGhl et al. 1996). An alternative approach to the application of

microsensors for the determination of chemical gradients at high spatial resolution are
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recently developed planar optodes which can be used to acquire 2-dimensional images of

solute distribution in biological systems (Glud et al. 1998).

The steep chemical gradients within microbial mats are determined by intense microbial

activity and solute diffusion. Diffusion in compact microbial ecosystems is hindered by the

presence of impermeable particles and microbial cells, which also reduce the volume

accessible for diffusion. From measured concentration profiles process rates and the depth

zonation of processes can be estimated by application of diffusion-reaction models, which

requires knowledge about the solute diffusivity within the system (e.g. Revsbech et al.

1986; Nielsen et al. 1990; Rasmussen and J0rgensen 1992; Epping and Jmgensen 1996;

Berg et al. 1998).

1.6 Outline of this thesis

In this thesis, oxygen and sulfide cycling in hypersaline microbial mats was investigated

with emphasis on regulatory effects of temperature and irradiance, which are important

envirorunental parameters and determinants of metabolic activities in benthic phototrophic

communities.

In the first study, the interactions of oxygen and sulfide producing/consuming processes

and their regulation by temperature was investigated with microsensors in a Solar Lake

microbial mat under dark and light conditions. The aim of this study was to investigate

how temperature affects the major autotrophic and heterotrophic processes involved in

oxygen and sulfide cycling, and hence in carbon cycling, and the balance between these

processes. The results of this study are presented in chapter 2.

A detailed microsensor study on the temperature and irradiance regulation of oxygenic

photosynthesis and oxygen consuming processes in a Solar Lake mat is presented in

chapter 3. In this study, the effect of temperature on dark O2 consumption and net

photosynthesis at a saturating high surface irradiance, and on O2 dynamics at the mat

surface was investigated. Furthermore, the effect of increasing irradiance and temperature

on oxygenic photosynthesis and oxygen consumption in distinct zones of the mat was

studied.
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In the third study, the diffusive properties of two structurally different Solar Lake microbial

mats was investigated in two dimensions by application of non-invasive Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance imaging. The aim of this study was to obtain information about solute

diffusivity in microbial mats, which is an important factor for the quantification of

biogeochemical processes in benthic ecosystems. The effect of the determined diffusive

properties of the mat on the analysis of measured oxygen concentration microprofiles was

estimated with a diffusion-reaction model. The results are presented in chapter 4.
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ABSTRACT

Chapter 2

We investigated short term temperature effects on oxygen and sulfide cycling with 02, pH,

and H2S microsensors in a hypersaline cyanobacterial mat, incubated in darkness and at a

downwelling irradiance, Ed (PAR), of 425 !lmol photons m-2
S-1 in a laboratory. The

incubation temperature was increased from 25°C to 40°C in 5°C intervals. Areal rates of

gross and net photosynthesis, of O2 consumption in the aphotic zone and of dark O2

consumption were maximal at 30°C, i.e. close to the in situ temperature of the natural

habitat. Areal rates of dark oxygen consumption showed only a minor temperature

dependence as O2 consumption was diffusion limited at all temperatures. Sulfide

production increased strongly with temperature both in the dark and light incubated mat

(Q\O = 1.8-3.2), and this led to saturation of sulfide oxidation and an increased sulfide

efflux out of the dark incubated mat, which was maximal at 35°C. In the uppermost layer

of the dark incubated mat, pH decreased due to aerobic respiration. sulfide oxidation and

fermentation, and this decrease was enhanced with temperature. In the light incubated mat,

the thickness of the photic zone decreased with temperature from 0.9 mm to 0.5 mm.

Oxygen penetration and peak oxygen concentration decreased with temperature, whereas

the upper sulfide boundary and thus the zone of sulfide oxidation rose closer to the mat

surface in the light incubated mat. Areal rates of sulfide oxidation increased more than

twofold from 25°C to 40°C in the light incubated mat. The relative contribution of sulfide

oxidation to oxygen consumption in the aphotic zone increased significantly with

temperature, indicating that at elevated temperatures incomplete sulfide oxidation occurred

in the light incubated mat. Both the photosynthetically induced pH maximum and the

overall pH of the mat decreased with increasing temperature due to enhanced heterotrophic

activity, sulfide oxidation, and a changed depth distribution of these processes. Our data

demonstrate a close coupling of oxygen and sulfur cycling in hypersaline microbial mats,

which is strongly regulated by temperature.
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Microbial mats are benthic ecosystems where primary production, aerobic and anaerobic

heterotrophic and chemolithotrophic processes occur in close association (van Gemerden

1993). In hypersaline environments, the elevated salinity excludes survival of most higher

organisms and thus reduces grazing pressure and bioturbation leading to the development

of thick and well laminated microbial mats. Such predominantly microbial systems are

well suited to study the regulation and interaction of microbial processes involved in

benthic carbon cycling. Furthermore, many microbial mat communities exhibit a striking

similarity to Precambrian stromatolite communities in the fossil record (Schopf and Klein

1992). Biogeochemical and microbiological studies of recent microbial mats can, therefore,

provide important information for interpreting the stable isotope signatures of carbon

cycling left in the fossil record.

One of the best studied hypersaline environments is Solar Lake (Sinai, Egypt), a small

lake characterized by an exceptional limnological cycle. During winter (and most of the

year) the lake is stratified, with colder and less saline surface waters above the thermocline.

Overturn to holomixis occurs in summer due to a salinity increase of the surface waters,

caused by increasing evaporation towards summer (Por 1969; Cohen et al. 1977). During

the stratification period, steep gradients of temperature, pH, redox potential, salinity,

oxygen, and sulfide develop in the Solar Lake water column (Cohen et al. 1977). The

bottom of Solar Lake is covered by well developed microbial mats (Krumbein et al. 1977;

10rgensen et al. 1983), with high concentrations of mostly autochthonous organic matter in

the upper few cm of the shallow water mats (Krumbein et al. 1977; Aizenshtat et al. 1984).

Although high primary production occurs in the uppermost millimeters of the mat, the

yearly biomass accretion rate is relatively low, indicating high remineralization rates due to

aerobic and anaerobic degradation (Krumbein et al. 1977). This indication is also supported

by the high abundance of aerobic heterotrophs (Krumbein et al. 1977), anaerobic

heterotrophs and, especially, of sulfate-reducing bacteria (J0rgensen and Cohen 1977) in

the uppermost layer of the mat. Heterotrophic processes can supply CO2 to the autotrophic

community of the mat, alleviating the inorganic carbon limitation of photosynthesis

(Canfield and Des Marais 1993; Teske et al. 1998), which is indicated by the enrichment in

heavy carbon isotope (Schidlowski et al. 1984).
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The physico-chemical conditions in microbial mats are characterized by pronounced

fluctuations. Chemical gradients in the mat change drastically within a diel cycle

(Revsbech et al. 1983). Solar radiation induces oxygenic photosynthesis in the mat,

resulting in a pronounced build-up of oxygen supersaturation in the uppermost 1-3 mm

thick surface layer above the sulfidic zone. During the night, sulfide accumulates and rises

closer to the mat surface, with only minor oxygen penetration into the mat (Revsbech et al.

1983). Thus, the inhabiting microorganisms have to be physiologically flexible and fairly

well adapted to the prevailing fluctuating conditions, as has already been demonstrated for

the sulfate-reducing bacteria and cyanobacteria (Cohen et al. 1986; Jorgensen et al. 1986;

Krekeler et al. 1997; Krekeler et al. 1998; Teske et al. 1998). Besides the light regime, also

temperature changes on a diel basis (Revsbech et al. 1983). Temperature variations

additionally occur throughout an annual cycle, due to the limnological cycle in the water

column of the lake. Jorgensen et al. (1979) measured diel temperature variations at the mat

surface both in winter and summer, ranging from noc - 33°C in summer (September) and

from 22°C - noc in winter (March).

Temperature is an important environmental variable controlling benthic metabolic

activities. Temperature effects on benthic primary production (e.g. Rasmussen et al. 1983;

Grant 1986), aerobic respiration (Thamdrup et al. 1998) and sulfate reduction (e.g.

Abdollahi and Nedwell 1979; Skyring 1987; Westrich and Berner 1988) have been

investigated in marine sediments. Only little is known about the temperature regulation of

carbon cycling in marine microbial mats and relatively few studies address the temperature

regulation of metabolic processes in mats (Skyring et al. 1983; Javor and Castenholz 1984;

Jorgensen 1994b). In a detailed study of the biogeochemistry of hypersaline mats, Canfield

and Des Marais (1993) considered the major microbial processes (oxygenic

photosynthesis, sulfate reduction, oxygen consumption due to aerobic respiration and

sulfide oxidation). However, their measurements were limited to two different

temperatures.

Whereas several microsensor studies of oxygen and sulfur cycling in hypersaline mats

have been reported (e.g. Jorgensen et al. 1979; J0rgensen et al. 1983; Revsbech et al.

1983), we are not aware of studies, where the effect of temperature on oxygen and sulfide

turnover, and their coupling to each other, has been addressed in detail. In this study,

microsensor measurements in Solar Lake microbial mats were performed to investigate
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short term temperature effects on the cycling of dissolved oxygen and sulfide in dark and

light conditions. The goal was to gain detailed information on how temperature affects

i) the major autotrophic and heterotrophic processes involved in carbon cycling, and ii) the

balance between these processes in a hypersaline mat.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Samples and experimental set-up. Microbial mat samples (approximately 30 cm x 25 cm

x 4 cm) were collected by snorkeling in the shallow (004-0.5 m deep) eastern part of the

hypersaline Solar Lake (Sinai, Egypt) in November 1996. The in situ temperature at the

mat surface was 27.5°C and the salinity of the overlaying water was 105%0, as determined

by a portable refractometer (Atago, S-28E, Japan). The mat sample was transferred within

a few hours to the Interuniversity Institute in Eilat (Israel). During transport, the mat

sample was kept moist in a plastic dish with only a thin film of Solar Lake water above the

mat surface in order to avoid excess sulfide accumulation.

In the laboratory, a mat subsample (approximately 6 cm x 4 cm x 2.5 cm) was mounted

in a flow chamber modified from Lorenzen et a!. (1995). The subsample was embedded in

agar (1.5% (w/v) in filtered Solar Lake water), leaving the mat surface flush with the

surrounding agar surface. A submersible water pump (E-Heim, Germany) was connected

with the flow chamber and generated a constant flow of filtered and aerated Solar Lake

water over the mat surface. The temperature of the Solar Lake water reservoir was adjusted

to ±0.5°C via a heat exchanging metal coil connected to a thermostat (Julabo, F32-HC,

Germany). In the experimental set-up, the salinity was determined with a conductivity

meter (WTW, LF 197, Germany), which was calibrated by readings with a refractometer.

The flow chamber was illuminated with a fiber-optic halogen light source (Schott,

KL 1500, Germany), and the downwelling irradiance, Ed (PAR), at the mat surface was

adjusted to 425 Ilmol photons m'2 S·I, as determined by an underwater quantum irradiance

meter (LiCor, LI-250, USA). For accurate determination of Ed (PAR), the quantum sensor

was placed at the same distance from the light source and with the same amount of

overlaying Solar Lake water as the microbial mat. Experimental light-dark shifts were
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controlled by an electronical shutter (Vincent Ass., Uniblitz VS35S2TO, USA), that was

inserted in the light path between the lamp and the mat sample.

Microsensors. Clark-type O2 (Revsbech 1989) and H2S (Jeroschewski et al. 1996; KUhl et

al. 1998) microsensors, and glass pH microelectrodes (Revsbech and J0rgensen 1986) were

used to measure the temperature dependent distribution of oxygen and sulfide in the light

and dark incubated Solar Lake mat. The O2 microsensor had a tip diameter of <10 11m, a

stirring sensitivity of <2%, and a t90 response time of <0.5 s. The H2S microsensor, which

was coated with a black enamel paint to avoid light interference on the measuring signal

(KUhl et al. 1998), had a tip diameter of <20 ~lm. The length of the pH-sensitive glass at the

tip of the pH microelectrode was < 100 11m. with a tip diameter of <15 11m.

Microsensor calibrations. The O2 microsensor was linearly calibrated at each

experimental temperature from readings of microsensor current in the anoxic part of the

mat (0% oxygen) and in the overlaying air saturated Solar Lake brine (100% air

saturation). Dissolved oxygen concentrations of air saturated brine at experimental

temperatures and salinities were calculated according to Sherwood et al. (1991).

The glass pH microelectrodes were calibrated in standard buffer solutions (Mettler

Toledo, Switzerland) at different temperatures. In one case (at 30°C), the pH microsensor

was not calibrated at the measuring temperature. Therefore, the calibration slope obtained

at 25°C was corrected for temperature. based on an average of the relative temperature

dependent change of the calibration slope, as measured with 4 other pH microelectrodes. In

the experimental set-up, the mV signals of the pH microelectrodes and the pH of the

overlaying Solar Lake water, which was determined with a commercial pH meter (Mettler

Toledo, MA 130, Switzerland) at 25°C, was used to correct for salinity (parallel shift of the

calibration curve). For salinity corrections at elevated experimental temperatures (>25°C),

the pH reading of the macroelectrode at 25°C was corrected for the temperature increase,

assuming that the pH decreases 0.0114 pH units per 1°C temperature increase according to

Grasshoff (1983).

Calibration of the H2S microsensor was done in an Erlenmeyer flask closed with a

silicon rubber stopper with holes for i) the microsensor, ii) a tube through which a constant

flow of nitrogen gas was flushed into the flask, and iii) an inlet for addition of defined
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volumes of NazS stock solution to the stirred anoxic buffer solution (200 mM phosphate

buffer. pH 7). After each addition of NazS, a subsample was taken out and fixed in zinc

acetate. The samples were stored dark and cold prior to the determination of total dissolved

sulfide by the methylene blue method (Cline 1969). The HzS concentration in the analyzed

samples was calculated according to the equation (Jeroschewski et al. 1996)

(I)

where [S",,] is the total sulfide concentration, and K, is the first dissociation constant of the

sulfide equilibrium, assuming a pK,' of 7.05 (Ktihl and 10rgensen 1992, and references

therein). The slope of the HzS calibration curve, determined by linear regression, was used

to calculate the distribution ofH2S in the mat. Subsequently, the total sulfide distribution in

the mat was calculated by use of eq. I with measured HzS and pH values at corresponding

depths. In the latter case, the pK,' was corrected for temperature and salinity, as linearly

extrapolated from the pK,' measured in artificial Dead Sea brines and the pK,'at 25°C in

non-saline medium (Hershey et al. 1988). The slope of the HzS calibration curve was

corrected for temperature based on previously obtained data (c. Steuckart and A. Wieland,

unpublished results). The slope decreased 5.6% at 30°C, 10.7% at 35°C and 13.1% at 40°C

as compared to the slope of the calibration curve at 25°C. In the following, HzS denotes

dissolved hydrogen sulfide, whereas StOI or sulfide denotes total sulfide, i.e. the sum of

HzS, HS', and SZ'.

Microprofile measurements. The HzS and the pH microsensors were glued together, after

orienting the tips of both microsensors as close as possible in the same horizontal plane

under a microscope. The HzS and the pH microsensors were fixed together with the Oz

microsensor (within an area of approximately I cmz of the mat surface) in a motor driven

micromanipulator (Oriel, Encoder Mike, USA; Marzhauser, MD4 modified, Germany).

The O2 and HzS microsensors were connected to fast-responding picoamperemeters. The

pH microelectrode was connected to a high impedance millivoltmeter. The microsensors

were positioned on the mat surface by use of the motorized micromanipulator, while

watching them through a dissection scope (Zeiss, SV6, Germany). The measuring signals

were recorded with a strip chart recorder (Servogor, 124 plus, UK) and with a computer

data acquisition system (National Instruments, Labview, USA) that also controlled the
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micromanipulator. Profiles of 02, pH and H2S were measured with a vertical depth

resolution of I00 ~m. Microsensor measurements were started 1-3 h after changing the

temperature conditions. Then several measurements were performed to ensure the

establishment of a new steady state, which was normally reached within a few hours after

the temperature change.

Gross photosynthesis measurements. Gross photosynthesis was measured with fast

responding O2 microelectrodes by means of the light-dark shift technique (Revsbech and

J0rgensen 1983). Precisely defined light-dark shifts were realized with the e1ectronical

shutter (see above), which was triggered via the data acquisition software. A photodiode

close to the shutter registered the moment of darkening. The initial rate of O2 depletion was

calculated automatically by the data acquisition software via linear regression on the

acquired data points over the initial 1-2 seconds of darkening. Gross photosynthesis was

recorded in steps of I00 ~m vertical depth intervals. The distribution of the volumetric

gross photosynthetic rates with depth is given as runol O2 cm-3 (porewater) S·l (Revsbech et

al. 1981). In the following, the photic zone refers to the zone in the mat where oxygenic

photosynthesis could be detected by the light-dark shift technique. The aphotic zone refers

to the oxic zone below the photic zone.

Calculations. Depth-integrated rates of gross photosynthesis, i.e. areal gross

photosynthesis, were calculated from the porosity corrected volumetric rates in the photic

zone. The mat porosity ~ was assumed to be 0.9 (J0rgensen and Cohen 1977; J0rgensen et

al. 1979). Areal rates of net photosynthesis and dark O2 consumption were calculated from

h 1· ° d' (dC(Z))t e mear 2 gra tent dz in the diffusive boundary layer above the mat surface

(J0rgensen and Revsbech 1985; Jensen and Revsbech 1989) according to Fick's first law of

(one-dimensional) diffusion:

J =-D * (dC(Z))
o 0 dz (2)

where Do is the free solution molecular diffusion coefficient of 02' and Jo is the O2 flux

towards the mat surface (dark incubated mat) or towards the air saturated overlaying brine
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(light incubated mat), respectively. Positive values of 10 indicate a net O2 import into the

mat, whereas negative values of 10 indicate a net O2 export out of the mat.

The photosynthetically produced O2 diffuses not only out of the mat into the overlaying

brine, but also diffuses into the aphotic zone of the mat. This downward O2 flux out of the

photic zone, 15, equals the areal O2 consumption in the aphotic zone below (Jensen and

Revsbech 1989; Ktihl et al. 1996). 15 was calculated as:

15 = _ $ Ds(z) * ( d~;Z)) (3)

where (d~;Z)) is the O2 concentration gradient at the lower boundary of the photic zone,

i.e. the tangent to that point where the concavity of the O2 profile changes direction. At

lower incubation temperatures, this point was located slightly below the lower boundary of

the photic zone. The sediment diffusion coefficient, Ds, was calculated from the free

solution molecular diffusion coefficient, Do, and the mat porosity, $, according to Ullman

and Aller (1982):

D = ",2 * D
5 'Y 0 (4)

The free solution diffusion coefficient of O2 was taken from Broecker and Peng (1974) and

corrected for temperature and salinity according to Li and Gregory (1974).

Net production and consumption zones of SlOt throughout the sulfidic zone of the mat

were calculated by using a numerical procedure for the interpretation of measured steady

state microprofiles (Berg et al. 1998). This procedure is based on a series of least square

fits to the measured concentration profiles, assuming an increasing number of production

and consumption zones. The fits are compared by statistical F-testing, so that the simplest

production-consumption profile results, which reproduces the measured concentration

profiles within the chosen statistical accuracy (more details in Berg et al. 1998). For this

analysis, $ and Ds were estimated as for the calculation of 15 , The diffusion coefficient

Do(Stot) was calculated from Do(02) assuming the same ratio between both diffusion

coefficients as between the whole sediment diffusion coefficients (Ds) in the mat, where

Ds(Stot) = 0.64 * Ds(02) (J0rgensen et al. 1979). Areal rates of net sulfide production

consumption were obtained by multiplying the calculated volumetric rates by the thickness

of the reaction zones.
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Chapter 2

Mat structure and composition

The mat structure was compacted and finely layered with a smooth gelatinous ca. I mm

thick brownish-orange surface layer. This surface layer was dominated by halotolerant

unicellular cyanobacteria, most probably belonging to the Halo/hece cluster (Garcia-Pichel

et al. 1998). A ca. 0.5 mm thick dark green band below the surface layer was dominated by

filamentous cyanobacteria, mainly Microcoleus ch/honoplas/es. At 35°C, a macroscopic

change of the mat surface was observed. The original brownish-orange color of the mat

surface changed to greenish-white. After the experiment, and, thus, after measurements at

40°C. the mat sample was frozen in liquid nitrogen. Light microscopy on thawed samples

revealed that the surface layer was now not only dominated by unicellular cyanobacteria,

but also by filamentous cyanobacteria (mainly Microcoleus ch/honoplas/es) and

Chlorojlexus-type filamentous bacteria. Additionally, the whitish appearance of the surface

layer was due to accumulation of elemental sulfur, mainly associated with small bacterial

cells, resembling Thiocapsa I'oseopel'sicina, a non-motile, physiological versatile purple

sulfur bacterium inhabiting microbial mats (de Wit and van Gemerden 1987).

Microprofiles of 02' pH, SIOI and photosynthesis

In Figure I steady state 02' pH and SIOI profiles in the dark and light (425 J,.lmol photons

m,2 S,I) incubated Solar Lake mat are shown. Dark O2 profiles were only slightly affected

by changes in temperature, as O2 was already at 25°C completely consumed in the

uppermost 0.2 mm of the mat (Fig. I, left panel). In the light incubated mat, O2 penetration

and maximal O2 concentration were highest at 25°C as compared to the other incubation

temperatures (see also Table I). The oxic zone was 3.7 mm thick and the maximal p02 at

0.8 mm depth was >7 times air saturation. With increasing incubation temperature, O2

penetration and peak O2 concentration in the mat showed a decreasing trend (see also

Table I). The thickness of the photic zone decreased with temperature, while maximal

volumetric rates of gross photosynthesis showed an increasing trend with temperature

(Table I).
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Table I: O2 penetration, maximal O2 concentration, the thickness of the photic zone, areal rates of gross
photosynthesis, and maximal volumetric gross photosynthesis as a function of temperature.
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Temperature O2 penetration Maximal O2 Photic zone Gross photosynthesis Maximal gross
concentration photosynthesis

(0C) (mm) (11 M) (mm) (nmol O2 cm·2
S·I) (nmol O

2
cm·3

S·I)

25 3.7 1041±8.74 0.9 0.22 ± 0.01 4.36 ± 1.0 I
30 2.6 967 ± 5.75 0.8 0.36 ± 0.0 I 7.13 ± 0.20
35 1.0 339 ± 14.25 0.6 0.30 ± 0.0 I 11.54 ± 0.36
40 1.2 400±4.12 0.5 0.27 ± 0.01 10.40 ± 0.42

At 25°C, pH decreased strongly in the uppermost layer of the dark incubated mat due to

aerobic respiration, fermentation and sulfide oxidation (Fig. I, central panel). The pH

dropped to a minimum value of7.3 at 0.7-1.3 mm depth and then increased to pH 704. The

pH decrease in the uppermost part of the mat became more pronounced with temperature,

reaching a minimal pH of 7.0 at 40°C. The pH in the deeper parts of the mat also became

more acidic with temperature and decreased approximately 004 pH units between 25°C and

40°C. In the light incubated mat, photosynthetic CO2 fixation led to a broad maximum in

pH (up to pH 9.5), indicating a predominance of photosynthesis at 25°C. Below this peak,

pH strongly decreased due to aerobic respiration, fermentation and sulfide oxidation. The

photosynthetically induced pH maximum decreased with temperature down to a peak pH

of 8.2 at 40°C. Additionally, the zone below the pH maximum became more acidic with

temperature.

Sulfide profiles, calculated from the measured pH and HIS profiles, were strongly

affected by temperature both in the dark and in the light incubated mat (Fig. I, right panel).

In the dark incubated mat, steep gradients of SlOt developed in response to the temperature

increase. Maximal concentrations of 1552 f-lM of total sulfide, corresponding to 624 f-lM

H2S at the prevailing pH of 7.2 at that depth, were detected at 35°C in the dark incubated

mat, as compared to 588 f-lM (216 f-lM H2S, pH 704) at 25°C. In the dark, net sulfide

production increased with temperature, and increasing amounts of sulfide diffused out of

the mat at higher temperatures. The upper boundary of sulfide in the light incubated mat,

i.e. the oxic-anoxic interphase, moved upwards when the temperature was increased. Also

in the illuminated mat, steep sulfide gradients developed with increasing temperature as a

result of enhanced sulfide production.
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Figure I. Average steady state concentration profiles (n = 2-3) of 02' pH and Stot as a function of
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standard deviation indicated by error bars (n = 3-7). Dark symbols indicate measurements in the dark
incubated mat, open symbols indicate measurements in the light incubated mat (Ed (PAR) = 425 I-Imol
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Oxygen conversion

Figure 2 shows areal rates of gross and net photosynthesis, and dark O2 consumption as a

function of temperature. Net photosynthesis was affected most strongly by temperature and

decreased significantly at temperatures above 30°C. Areal rates of dark O2 consumption

were much less influenced by increasing temperatures. Dark O2 consumption, areal gross

and net photosynthesis all exhibited a maximum at 30°C, and showed a decreasing trend

with higher temperatures. The mismatch at 25°C and 30°C between gross and net

photosynthesis has been observed and described previously in a similar microbial mat from

a hypersaline lagoon in Spain (Epping and Kilhl 1999). If rates of net photosynthesis are

higher than apparent rates of gross photosynthesis, negative O2 consumption rates would

result. For this reason, the calculation of O2 consumption rates in the light was neglected.

Nevertheless, rates of net photosynthesis were minimal at 35°C indicating maximal O2

consumption in the light. Furthermore, gross photosynthesis was minimal at 25°C with

maximal O2 penetration (Table I), indicating minimal rates of02 consumption at 25°C.
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Figure 2. Areal rates (mean ± standard deviation) of gross photosynthesis (open circles), net photosynthesis
(open squares), and dark O2 consumption (closed circles), as calculated from O2 profiles and volumetric
gross photosynthetic rates shown in Fig. I.
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Sulfide conversion

The averaged Stot profiles measured in the dark and in the light incubated mat (Fig. I) were

analyzed with a numerical procedure (Berg et al. 1998) and zones of net sulfide production

(sulfate reduction) and net sulfide consumption (aerobic chemotrophic and chemical

sulfide oxidation, anoxygenic phototrophic sulfide oxidation, sulfide precipitation by Fe
2
+

and polysulfide formation) were identified (Fig. 3). Rates of net sulfide production

(positive values) and consumption (negative values) in the dark incubated mat at 25°C

were low as compared to the higher incubation temperatures. In the uppermost part of the

mat, a zone of net sulfide production was calculated. The lack of net sulfide oxidation in

that zone led to a sulfide efflux out of the mat. Below this sulfide production zone, an

apparently anaerobic net sulfide consumption zone was present. An increase of the

experimental temperature caused an enhancement of sulfide production. Especially at 35°C

and 40°C, zones of intense sulfide production developed close to the mat surface, and the

efflux of sulfide increased with temperature (Fig. 3, left panel).

In the light, the upper boundary of sulfide and, therefore, the zone of sulfide oxidation

moved upwards in the mat as a result of temperature increase, following roughly the

decrease in O2 penetration (Fig. 3, right panel). With increasing temperature, a zone of

sulfide production developed just below the sulfide oxidation zone. The linear part of the

sulfide gradients indicate zones, where no net sulfide production nor consumption

occurred, i.e. zones where the gradients were solely determined by sulfide diffusion.

Sulfide production in the light incubated mat was most probably underestimated at 35°C

and 40°C, since the curvature of the sulfide profiles in the deeper zones, where sulfide

concentration gradients became less steep were missed experimentally. The thickness of

the zone where O2 and Slot coexisted decreased with temperature, from 1.2 mm at 25°C to a

minimal thickness of O. I mm at 35°C.
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Areal rates of O2 consumption and net Sial production, and the maximal possible O2

fluxes through the diffusive boundary layer towards the mat surface (lOla,) in the dark

incubated mat are shown in Figure 4A. The calculation of Jmax was based on the equation

for the calculation of molecular diffusion fluxes, 1, through the diffusive boundary layer

from 10rgensen and Revsbech (1985):

1 = Do(02) * 6(02)/Zfi

where Do(02) is the molecular diffusion coefficient of 02, Zfi is the thickness of the

effective diffusive boundary layer, and 6(02) is the difference between the constant bulk

water O2 concentration and the O2 concentration at the mat surface. For the calculation of

1m." the O2 concentration at the mat surface was assumed to be zero and thus 6(02)

equaled the concentration of dissolved O2 in the overlaying Solar Lake brine (100% air

saturation). Zfi was determined from measured dark O2 microprofiles (Fig. I) according to

lmgensen and Revsbech (1985).

Measured O2 fluxes towards the dark incubated mat and calculated maximal O2 fluxes,

lilia,' in the dark showed a similar temperature dependency. The differences between both

rates was minimal at 300 e and maximal at 35°e, with Jmax being 12% and 22% higher than

the measured actual rates of dark O2 consumption. Sulfide production in the dark increased

from minimal rates of 0.024 nrnol Sial cm,2 S,l at 25°e to maximal production rates of

0.111 nrnol SIOI cm,2 S,l at 40oe. The steepest, i.e. threefold, increase of areal Sial

production rates occun-ed between 300 e and 35°e, where also areal Sial production rates

started to exceed areal rates of dark O2 consumption.

In Figure 4B areal rates of O2 consumption in the aphotic zone Js and of net sulfide

oxidation at the upper sulfide boundary in the light incubated mat are shown. Taking not

only net sulfide oxidation at the upper sulfide boundary into account, i.e. including also

sulfide consumption zones in the deeper anoxic part of the mat, a measure of the total net

sulfide production in the light incubated mat was obtained (dotted line). Areal rates of net

sulfide production in the light incubated mat increased almost linearly with temperature,

ranging from 0.026 nrnol Sial cm,2 S,I at 25°C to 0.061 nrnol Sial cm,2 S,l at 40°C. Net

sulfide oxidation at the upper sulfide boundary showed a similar trend, with a 27% lower

areal rate at 30oe, which is due to the zone of anaerobic sulfide consumption (Fig. 3).

Oxygen consumption in the aphotic zone, Js, expressed as the downward O2 flux at the

lower boundary of the phot.ic zone in the light incubated mat, showed a similar, but more
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pronounced, pattern of temperature response as compared with dark O2 consumption.
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The relative contribution of sulfide oxidation to the overall O2 consumption in the

aphotic zone of the light incubated mat is shown in Figure 5. From the sulfide oxidation

rates at the upper sulfide boundary, the corresponding rates of O2 consumption, which

would be needed to oxidize all sulfide either to elemental sulfur, 1s", or sulfate, 1soa- , was
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calculated and expressed relative to J5, which was determined from the measured O2

profiles. Calculations were based on the stoichiometry of the reactions (de Wit 1992):

H2S + 0.5 O2 ---? Sa + H20

H2S + 2 O2 ---? S042
- + 2 H+

Aerobic sulfide oxidation to elemental sulfur would have been possible at all incubation

temperatures, accounting for minimal 12% (JO°C) or maximal 28% of J5 (40°C). Complete

sulfide oxidation to sulfate would not have been possible at elevated temperatures (35°C

and 40°C), even if sulfide oxidation would have been the only O2 consuming process in the

aphotic zone. The drop of the relative contribution of sulfide oxidation to the total O2

consumption in the aphotic zone at 30°C is due to the much stronger temperature-induced

increase of J5 as compared to the increase of sulfide oxidation (Fig. 4). Even if complete

sulfide oxidation to sulfate occurred at 30°C, still 53% of J5 would have been due to other

O2 dependent processes (e.g. heterotrophic respiration).
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Figure 5. Areal O2 consumption due to sulfide oxidation to elemental sulfur (1 so, solid bars) and to sulfate
(J so~- , hatched bars) relative to the overall areal O2 consumption in the aphotic zone (1,).
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DISCUSSION
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Our results show that increased temperature affected both reaction rates and the depth

distribution of reaction zones for processes involved in O2 and SlOt cycling in the microbial

mat. Due to the numerous temperature dependent processes and their close coupling, direct

and indirect temperature effects acted in concert and determined the temperature response

of the microbial community.

Temperature effects on photosynthesis

Both the thickness of the photic zone and the volumetric rates of gross photosynthesis

changed with temperature (Table I, Fig. I). The thickness of the photic zone decreased

with temperature, whereas the individual volumetric rates generally increased, with the

highest maximal volumetric gross photosynthetic rate detected at 35°C (Table I). Indirect

temperature effects on the rates of volumetric gross photosynthesis could have been due to

the temperature response of the closely associated heterotrophic community, resulting in

changes of chemical gradients. The temperature induced decrease of the pH maximum in

the photic zone (Fig. I) may have been of great significance for the regulation of

photosynthesis. At a given concentration of inorganic carbon, high pH values cause a

decrease of available CO2 and vice versa. It was shown that the potential 14C-assimilation

in homogenized surface samples from the Danish Wadden Sea (tidal sandflat) increased

with decreasing pH (Rasmussen et al. 1983). Furthermore, increased heterotrophic activity

at higher temperatures could have enhanced the CO2 supply for photosynthesis.

Temperature did not only affect volumetric gross photosynthesis rates and chemical

gradients, but also the thickness of the photic zone. The most significant changes occurred

between 30°C and 35°C, where also a macroscopic change of the mat surface was

observed. The original brownish-orange color of the mat surface changed to a greenish

white appearance, most probably due to migration of filamentous cyanobacteria and the

accumulation of elemental sulfur in the upper mat layers. The temperature-induced

increase of the volumetric gross photosynthesis rates in the upper part of the mat surface

could thus be explained by a direct temperature effect on photosynthesis or by an increased

density of phototrophs in the surface layer caused by an upward migration of

cyanobacteria.
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Light dependent migration of filamentous cyanobacteria in microbial mats is well

documented in the literature (Garcia-Pichel et al. 1994; Bebout and Garcia-Pichel 1995;

Kruschel and Castenholz 1998). Our experiments were, however, conducted at constant

light conditions and thus a light induced migration is unlikely. We cannot exclude,

however, that the light field and vertical light distribution in the mat changed due to the

observed changes of the mat surface. Increased light scattering in the surface layer at

elevated temperatures due to the observed accumulation of elemental sulfur in combination

with high absorption due to the pronounced abundance of filamentous cyanobacteria at the

mat surface could have enhanced the light attenuation. The macroscopic change occurred at

35°C, where sulfide production increased strongly and steep sulfide gradients prevailed in

the dark incubated mat, indicating an indirect temperature-induced migration due to

enhanced sulfide production. Chemotaxis and also sulfide induced migration in benthic

cyanobacterial systems was also suggested by Castenholz (1982) and Whale and Walsby

(1984). Thus, the observed reduction of the photic zone was most likely caused by the

migration of fi lamentous cyanobacteria.

Areal rates of oxygenic gross photosynthesis showed an optimum curve-like response to

temperature, with a significant increase between 25°C and 300 e and a less steep decrease

at increasing temperatures (Fig. 2). Maximal rates of gross photosynthesis were detected at

300 e, which was close to the in situ sampling temperature (27.5°C) and within the range of

diel temperature variations in Solar Lake (J0rgensen et al. 1979). The optimum curve of

gross photosynthesis in the Solar Lake mat differed from the typical response of

photosynthesis to increasing temperatures, which is a progressive increase up to an

optimum temperature, and a rapid decline at temperatures above the optimum temperature

(Davison 1991). The most temperature sensitive processes of photosynthesis are the

enzymatic reactions involved in CO2 fixation, including the enzymes Ribulose-I,5

bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (Rubisco) and carbonic anhydrase (Davison 1991).

Furthermore, temperature effects on diffusion processes, like e.g. diffusional supply of

eOiHC03- and nutrients, may also contribute to the temperature regulation of

photosynthesis.

Net photosynthesis increased with temperature to an optimum at 30°C, and then

decreased strongly at 35°C, with a slight increase again at 40°C. A similar optimum curve

like response of net photosynthesis has also been observed in other cyanobacterial mats
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(Javor and Castenholz 1984). The different temperature responses of gross and net

photosynthesis are due to temperature-induced changes of O2 consumption in the light (see

below). At 25°C and 30°C, net photosynthesis was higher than gross photosynthesis, and

calculation of O2 consumption would result in negative rates in the light. This mismatch

was also observed and discussed by Epping and Kilhl (1999). They suggested that if

significant light-dependent hydrogen peroxide cycling occurs in microbial mats, this could

lead to an underestimation of gross photosynthesis as determined by the light-dark shift

technique. If the mismatch would be caused by an underestimation of gross photosynthetic

rates due to H20 2 metabolism, and this metabolism would change with temperature, it

should also have an effect on the temperature response curve of gross photosynthesis.

However, further investigations are necessary to elucidate the mismatch between gross and

net photosynthesis.

Temperature effects on O2 consumption in the dark

Areal rates of dark O2 consumption showed only minor temperature-induced changes, with

a maximum at 30°C (Fig. 2). At the given diffusional O2 supply through the diffusive

boundary layer (DBL), intense O2 consumption in the mat at 25°C limited O2 penetration

to the uppermost 0.2 mm. Due to the DBL mass transfer resistance, dark O2 consumption

of most shallow water sediments, microbial mats and other highly active microbial

communities is limited and, therefore, regulated by the diffusional O2 flux through the

DBL (J0rgensen and Revsbech 1985; J0rgensen and Des Marais 1990; Kilhl and J0rgensen

1992; J0rgensen I994a). Enhanced O2 supply due to a thinner DBL and an increased O2

diffusion coefficient at increasing temperatures is partly counterbalanced by a lower O2

solubility (J0fgensen and Revsbech 1985). Calculated rates of maximal possible dark O2

consumption, Jmax , (Fig. 4A) were significantly influenced by the effective DBL thickness,

Z/h which was determined from the measured O2 microprofiles. Z~ was minimal at 30°C

and then increased to a maximum at 40°C, where the mat surface topography became more

rough. The difference between measured rates and calculated maximal possible rates of

dark O2 consumption was minimal at 30°C, with Jmax being 12% higher than measured

rates of dark O2 consumption, thus indicating that dark O2 consumption almost approached

the limit of O2 transport through the DBL.
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Both heterotrophic aerobic respiration and oxidation of reduced inorganic compounds

contributed to O2 consumption in the dark incubated mat. Since no aerobic methane

oxidation activity was detected in Solar Lake microbial mats (Conrad et al. 1995), it is

unlikely that this process contributed significantly to O2 consumption either in the dark or

in the light incubated mat. Canfield and Des Marais (1993) estimated that most of the 02

that diffuses into the mat (pond 5, Guerrero Negro, Baja California Sur, Mexico) at night is

used for sulfide oxidation. In the Solar Lake mat, <60% of dark O2 consumption at 25°C

and 30°C would have been due to sulfide oxidation, assuming that all (net) produced

sulfide was oxidized aerobically to sulfate within the mat. Aerobic sulfide oxidation

occurred very close to the mat surface, since O2 penetration at all temperatures was very

low (0.1 to 0.2 mm depth, Fig. 1). This narrow zone of sulfide oxidation could be the

reason that no net sulfide oxidation was calculated by the numerical procedure from

Berg et al. (1998). Only at 40°C, a net sulfide consumption zone was calculated close to

the mat surface (Fig. 3). This zone cannot only be attributed to aerobic sulfide oxidation

since it also expands into the anoxic part of the mat, where e.g. polysulfide formation could

have contributed to sulfide consumption.

With increasing temperature, the higher sulfide availability at the mat surface could

have caused an O2 limitation for sulfide oxidation, which is also indicated by the observed

accumulation of elemental sulfur. Even if sulfide oxidation rates increased at elevated

temperatures, the formation of sulfur could have led to a slight decrease in O2 demand and

thus, together with decreasing aerobic respiration, to a decrease of O2 consumption

(Fig. 2). Thamdrup et al. (1998) suggested that temperature effects on benthic O2 uptake

can largely be explained by the increased rates of anaerobic mineralisation and, thus,

oxidation of reduced inorganic compounds at higher temperatures. Our data generally

support this hypothesis, but sulfide production in the Solar Lake mat increased so strongly

at elevated temperatures that sulfide oxidation became saturated and/or O2 limited.

Temperature effects on O2 consumption in the light

Oxygen consumption in the oxic zone of the light incubated mat, i.e. the difference

between gross and net photosynthesis, was not calculated due to the observed mismatch

between both rates (see above). However, it is indicated by the areal rates of gross

photosynthesis and the pronounced decrease of net photosynthesis (Fig. 2) that O2
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consumption in the oxic zone was maximal at 35°C. Since O2 consumption occurs both in

the photic and the aphotic zone of the light incubated mat and O2 consumption in the

aphotic zone was maximal at 30°C (Fig. 4), O2 consuming processes in the photic zone

must have contributed to the indicated maximum at 35°C. Oxygen consumption in the

photic zone can be related either to the phototrophic community or to the associated

heterotrophic community. Photorespiration or consumption of produced glycolate could

have contributed to O2 consumption in the photic zone. It was shown in hot spring

cyanobacterial mats, that glycolate represents a major fraction of excreted photosynthates

(Bateson and Ward 1988). Although it is generally assumed that photorespiration is low in

cyanobacteria, which have a DIC-concentrating mechanism (Aizawa and Miyachi 1986;

Colman 1989), the role of photorespiration was so far not investigated under conditions

that were observed in the Solar Lake microbial mat at lower temperatures, where high

concentrations of dissolved O2 (>7 times air saturation) occurred together with high pH

(pH >9). High temperatures increase the potential for photorespiration (Davison 1991), but

O2 concentrations and pH, and thus probably also the 02/C02 ratios, were much lower at

35°C and 40°C as compared to 25°C and 30°C, indicating less favorable conditions for

photorespiration. Oxygen consumption in the photic zone at 35°C could also have been

influenced by the observed changes of the surface layer.

In several systems, the excretion of organic compounds by primary producers and the

subsequent uptake or turnover of these compounds by heterotrophic bacteria is indicated

(e.g. Haack and McFeters 1982; Bateson and Ward 1988; Neely and Wetzel 1995;

Malinsky-Rushansky and Legrand 1996). A close coupling of heterotrophic processes and

photosynthesis was suggested for cyanobacterial mats (Canfield and Des Marais 1993;

Teske et al. 1998) and epilithic cyanobacterial biofilms (KUhl et al. 1996). Zlotnik and

Dubinsky (1989) suggested that significant excretion of dissolved organic carbon from

phytoplankton occurs under conditions favorable for photosynthesis, i.e. when

photosynthetic rates are high.

Both areal rates of gross photosynthesis (Fig. 2) and areal O2consumption in the aphotic

zone 15 (Fig. 4) were maximal at 30°C and minimal at 25°C. Moreover, it is indicated that

aerobic heterotrophic processes contributed significantly to 15 at 30°C (Fig. 5), possibly

driven by a pronounced excretion of photosynthates at maximal rates of gross

photosynthesis. However, 15 includes all biological and chemical 02-consuming processes
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(e.g. aerobic respiration and oxidation of reduced inorganic compounds) In the aphotic

zone.

At higher temperatures, sulfide production increased and O2 penetration decreased

significantly pointing to an increasing contribution of sulfide oxidation to the overall O2

consumption in the aphotic zone. Although sulfide can be oxidized both biologically and

chemically, chemical sulfide oxidation is generally slower than biological oxidation of

sulfide (e.g. Buisman et al. 1990). Revsbech et al. (1983) found that sulfide oxidation in

the illuminated Solar Lake mat was primarily mediated biologically. An exact contribution

of sulfide oxidation to O2 consumption in the aphotic zone can, however, not be

determined, since the O2 demand for sulfide oxidation depends strongly on the oxidation

product, on the microorganisms involved in sulfide oxidation, and also on the biological

and chemical conversions of intermediate sulfide oxidation products. Furthermore, our

microsensor measurements were not done in exactly the same point and a direct correlation

of overlapping reaction zones of O2 consumption and sulfide oxidation is critical.

However, the measured O2 and Sial profiles showed clearly that i) sulfide oxidation,

referred to as the Sial consumption at the upper boundary of the profile, increased with

temperature (Fig. 4), and ii) there was a pronounced change in O2 availability for sulfide

oxidation with temperature (Fig. 3). The O2 availability can affect the types of sulfide

oxidation products formed, as has been shown e.g. for Thiobacillus thioparus (van den

Ende and van Gemerden 1993).

Different oxidation states of intermediate sulfide oxidation products do significantly

influence the contribution of sulfide oxidation to O2 consumption in the aphotic zone. Only

at 25°e and 300 e, complete sulfide oxidation would have been possible, as estimated from

Js and calculated rates of sulfide oxidation (Fig. 5). At these temperatures, the zone of

sulfide oxidation overlapped significantly with the aphotic zone (Fig. 3). It is thus likely

that complete sulfide oxidation, or at least oxidation to highly oxidized intermediates,

occurred at 25°e and 30°C. The situation changed drastically with increasing temperature.

At higher temperatures complete sulfide oxidation would not have been possible, even if

only sulfide oxidation contributed to Js (Fig. 5). At 35°e, the thickness of the zone where

O2 and Stol coexisted was minimal (0.1 mm, Fig. 3). Therefore, anoxic sulfide consumption

by e.g. anoxygenic photosynthesis (see below) and polysulfide formation, cannot be

excluded at 35°e, which could have led to a lower O2 demand for sulfide oxidation. At
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40°C, J, increased again (Fig. 4), as a result of increasing sulfide oxidation and a slightly

higher O2 availability. Although the zone of sulfide oxidation was restricted to the aphotic

zone, complete sulfide oxidation to sulfate was not possible, even if only sulfide oxidation

would have contributed to O2 consumption in the aphotic zone. Taking also O2

consumption by aerobic respiration into account, it is probable that intermediate sulfide

oxidation products with a low oxidation state accumulated due to incomplete sulfide

oxidation.

Anoxygenic photosynthesis was not of major importance for sulfide oxidation, since O2

penetrated deeper than the depth of the photic zone, and, besides at 35°C, O2 and Stot

consumption zones overlapped. This points to a predominance of chemolithotrophic sulfide

oxidation (J0fgensen and Des Marais 1986). However, incomplete aerobic sulfide

oxidation under O2 limitation could also support anoxygenic phototrophs via intermediate

sulfide oxidation products (van den Ende et ai. 1996), thus allowing for a coexistence of

both processes. The latter is also indicated by the increased abundance of Chloroflexus

type filamentous bacteria in the surface layer, as observed by light microscopy after the

experiments. Although we did not measure the vel1ical light distribution in the mat, enough

light, especially near infrared light (J0fgensen et ai. 1979), could have penetrated to the

zone of sulfide oxidation at elevated temperatures. The use of intermediates is however not

detectable with H2S microelectrodes. Sulfide oxidation is also simplified if only sulfate and

elemental sulfur as oxidation products are considered. Other possible intermediates like

thiosulfate could also have been produced and further transformed via oxidation, reduction

or disproportionation (e.g. J0rgensen 1990; Visscher et ai. 1992; J0rgensen 1994b).

Disproportionation reactions of different intermediates (e.g. thiosulfate, sulfite) can lead to

additional sulfide production (Bak and Cypionka 1987; Bak and Pfennig 1987). Thus, our

sulfide consumption rates may represent part of the actual rates of chemolithotrophic and

anoxygenic phototrophic processes in the mat.

Temperature effects on pH microprofiles

The measured pH profiles are difficult to interpret in terms of specific chemical or

biological processes. In the dark, pH decreased in the upper part of the mat. Since sulfide

oxidation and heterotrophic respiration took place in the upper 0.2 mm of the dark

incubated mat, the overall pH decrease with depth was probably also due to fermentation
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processes by fermentative heterotrophic bacteria and/or cyanobacteria (Oren and Shilo

1979; Moezelaar et al. 1996; Nold and Ward 1996). Fermentation increased with

temperature as indicated from the decreasing pH in the upper part of the dark incubated

mal. Accumulation of fermentation products under dark anaerobic conditions was shown in

hot spring cyanobacterial mats (Anderson et al. 1987). Such fermentation products could

serve as substrates for sulfate-reducing bacteria (Moezelaar et al. 1996). Furthermore,

fermentative production of H2 could support sulfate reduction in the dark (Skyring et al.

1988).

The pH maxImum in the photic zone represents the balance between the

photosynthetically induced pH increase due to CO2 fixation and heterotrophic activity,

which tends to decrease the pH. The pH decrease in the aphotic zone was caused by

aerobic respiration and sulfide oxidation. The chemical gradients and thus the depth

distribution of these processes changed significantly with temperature (Fig. 3), contributing

to the observed temperature-enhanced pH decrease in the aphotic zone and to the decrease

of the photosynthesis-induced pH maximum.

Temperature effects on sulfide production

Sulfide production increased with temperature, both in the dark and light incubated mat

(Fig. 3 and 4). The QIO of sulfide production was determined according to Isaksen and

J0rgensen (1996). In the temperature range of25°C-35°C (30°C-40°C) a QIO of 1.82 (1.78)

in the light and a QIO of 3.16 (3.05) in the dark incubated mat was calculated. Generally,

reported QIO values of sulfate reduction in cyanobacterial mats and saltmarsh sediments are

in the range of 2.0 to 3.5 (Abdollahi and Nedwell 1979; Skyring et al. 1983; J0rgensen

1994b). In other hypersaline mats, a lOoC temperature increase caused a two- to four-fold

enhancement of sulfate reduction both during the day and night (Canfield and Des Marais

1991; Canfield and Des Marais 1993).

Our sulfide production rates represent net rates of sulfide production, which, together

with sulfide consumption rates, represent a measure of net sulfide cycling in the mat.

Actual rates of sulfate reduction may have been higher at all conditions. High rates of

sulfate reduction have been measured in the uppermost few cm in Solar Lake mats, and it

was found that 50% of the total daily areal sulfate reduction occurred in the uppermost

5 mm and 90% in the uppermost 3 cm of the mat, respectively (J0rgensen and Cohen
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1977). Furthermore, several studies indicate that sulfate reduction also occurs in the well

oxygenated zone of light incubated hypersaline mats, where the produced sulfide is rapidly

reoxidized (Canfield and Des Marais 1991; FrOnd and Cohen 1992; J0rgensen 1994b;

Teske et al. 1998). These processes are not included in our net sulfide production rates,

which could be one reason for the different QIO values of sulfide production in the dark and

light incubated mat.

The most pronounced increase of sulfide production in the dark incubated mat occurred

between 30°C and 35°C (Fig. 4), and a zone of high sulfide production developed in the

upper layer of the mat (Fig. 3). This significant increase could have been due to both a

higher temperature optimum of the sulfate-reducing bacterial community and possibly an

increased availability of electron donors. Thus, sulfate reduction became of increasing

importance for the mineralisation of organic matter at elevated temperatures. A stronger

temperature dependency of sulfate reduction than aerobic respiration and an increased role

of anaerobic mineralisation at increasing temperatures was also suggested by Thamdrup et

al. (1998) in a study of suspended marine sediments.

The measured SlOt profiles did not always exhibit a clear spatial separation of sulfide

production and consumption zones, and sometimes several zones were calculated by the

numerical procedure (Fig. 3). Especially at 40°C in the dark incubated mat, zones of high

sulfide production and consumption were calculated close to the mat surface and it is

difficult to estimate if these zones are only due to biological sulfide

production/consumption processes or if various chemical processes like polysulfide

formation via reactions between sulfide and elemental sulfur took place. Also the

OCCUlTence of zones of anaerobic sulfide consumption under several conditions (Fig. 3) is

difficult to interpret. Besides chemical reactions, these zones could also result from

changes of physical parameters in the mat, like the porosity and the diffusion coefficient

Ds, which were assumed to be constant.
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Conclusions

Temperature had a complex effect on processes involved in O2 and sulfide cycling in the

Solar Lake cyanobacterial mat. Most of the involved microbial processes are not only

directly regulated by temperature, but also depend on the availability of various substrates,

either supplied by closely associated microbial activities or by diffusional transport. These

are also temperature dependent and therefore contributed indirectly to the temperature

response of e.g. photosynthesis and O2 consumption. In the Solar Lake mat, sulfide

conversion processes became of increasing importance for the O2 turnover at elevated

temperatures. Thus, when temperature was increased above in situ environmental

temperatures, the sulfur cycle strongly influenced the aerobic community and its

metabolism, and became a major controlling factor of carbon turnover in the microbial

mat.
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ABSTRACT

Chapter 3

Short term effects of temperature and irradiance on oxygenic photosynthesis and O2

consumption in a hypersaline cyanobacterial mat were investigated with O2 microsensors

in a laboratory. The effect of temperature on O2 fluxes across the mat-water interface was

studied in the dark and at a saturating high surface irradiance (2162 ~mol photons m-2
S·I)

in the temperature range from 15°C to 45°C. Areal rates of dark O2 consumption increased

almost linearly with temperature. The apparent activation energy of 18 kJ mor' and the

corresponding QIO value (25°C-35°C) of 1.3 indicated a relative low temperature

dependence of dark O2 consumption due to mass transfer limitations imposed by the

diffusive boundary layer at all temperatures. Areal rates of net photosynthesis increased

with temperature up to 40°C and exhibited a QIO value (20°C-30°C) of 2.8. Both O2

dynamics and rates of gross photosynthesis at the mat surface increased with temperature

up to 40°C, with the most pronounced increase of gross photosynthesis at the mat surface

between 25°C and 35°C (QIO of 3.1). In another mat sample, measurements at increasing

surface irradiances (0-2319 ~mol photons m-2
S-I) were performed at 25°C, 33°C (the in

situ temperature) and 40°C. At all temperatures, areal rates of gross photosynthesis

saturated with no significant reduction due to photoinhibition at high irradiances. The

initial slope and the onset of saturation (Ek = 148-185 ~mol photons m-2 s·') estimated from

P vs. Ed curves showed no clear trend with temperature, while maximal photosynthesis

increased with temperature. Gross photosynthesis was stimulated by temperature at each

irradiance except at the lowest irradiance of 54 ~mol photons m-2
S·I, where oxygenic gross

photosynthesis and also the thickness of the photic zone was significantly reduced at 40°C.

The compensation irradiance increased with temperature, from 32 ~mol photons m-2
S-I at

25°C to 77 ~mol photons m-2
S-I at 40°C, due to increased rates of O2 consumption relative

to gross photosynthesis. Areal rates of O2 consumption in the illuminated mat were higher

than dark O2 consumption at corresponding temperatures, due to an increasing O2

consumption in the photic zone with increasing irradiance. Both light and temperature

enhanced the internal O2 cycling within hypersaline cyanobacterial mats.
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Temperature and light are major environmental factors controlling benthic primary

productivity (Cadee and Hegeman 1974; Rasmussen et al. 1983; Grant 1986; Canfield and

Des Marais 1993; Barranguet et al. 1998). Benthic phototrophic communities often

experience fluctuating environmental conditions, e.g. variation of the light regime as well

as temperature changes, both on a daily and on a seasonal scale. During a seasonal cycle,

the benthic community may acclimate and/or undergo a change in structure and

composition due to such environmental fluctuations (Grant 1986; Blanchard et al. 1996;

Barranguet et al. 1998).

In microbial mats photosynthesis and heterotrophic processes occur in close association

within a few millimeter thick microbial community (van Gemerden 1993). If

environmental conditions, like elevated salinities or temperature, preclude survival of

higher organisms and, consequently, reduce the grazing pressure on the microbes, thick

laminated microbial mats develop, which are characterized by high microbial population

densities and steep physico-chemical gradients (Stal and Caumette 1994). This process can

also be artificially induced in normal coastal sediments by removal of higher trophic levels

(Fenchel 1998). Due to the absence of bioturbation and their compacted microbial

composition, microbial mats are ideal model systems to study the regulation and

interaction of various autotrophic and heterotrophic processes.

The required spatial resolution and sensitivity to study microbial processes on a

microscale can be obtained by the application of microsensors (Revsbech and J0rgensen

1986; Amann and Klihl 1998). With the so-called light-dark shift technique the distribution

of oxygenic gross photosynthesis can be determined at high spatial resolution (Revsbech

and J0fgensen 1983). From depth-integrated rates of gross photosynthesis and oxygen

fluxes, determined from steady state oxygen microprofiles, oxygen consumption in the

light can be estimated for distinct layers of the community, i.e. in the photic and aphotic

parts of the oxic zone (Jensen and Revsbech 1989; Klihl et al. 1996).

A stimulation of oxygen consumption in the light has been demonstrated in biofilms and

microbial mats (Kuenen et al. 1986; Jensen and Revsbech 1989; Neely and Wetzel 1995;

Epping and J0rgensen 1996; Klihl et al. 1996) and a close coupling between oxygen and

inorganic carbon producing/consuming processes and, therefore, between autotrophic and
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heterotrophic microbes was suggested (Canfield and Des Marais 1993; Kiih1 et al. 1996).

The response of photosynthesis to light and temperature may thus also affect various

heterotrophic processes in microbial mats and vice versa. Photosynthesis is strongly

regulated by light, and the effect of temperature on photosynthesis seems also dependent

on the light level (Davison 1991). Thus, in the natural habitat several environmental

parameters vary simultaneously and determine a complex regulation of phototrophic and

oxygen consuming processes.

Solar Lake is a small hypersaline lake situated at the coast of Sinai (Egypt). The lake

has a characteristic limnological cycle causing pronounced variations of environmental

conditions (Cohen et al. 1977). The cyanobacterial mats covering the bottom of the lake

(Krumbein et al. 1977; J0rgensen et al. 1983) are characterized by steep chemical gradients

as a result of the high activity of phototrophic and heterotrophic processes within the mats

(Revsbech et al. 1983). Cyanobacterial mats in the shallow part of the lake are subjected to

diel temperature variations (J0rgensen et al. 1979; Revsbech et al. 1983). As already

indicated in earlier studies of hypersaline microbial mats from different localities (Canfield

and Des Marais 1993; Epping and Kiihl 1999), the oxygen metabolism in the mat may be

significantly regulated by both temperature and irradiance.

The aim of the present study was to obtain detailed information about the regulation of

oxygenic photosynthesis and O2 consuming processes by temperature and irradiance. We

studied the short term response of oxygenic photosynthesis and O2 consumption to varying

light and temperature conditions in a Solar Lake cyanobacterial mat by use of O2

microsensors under controlled laboratory conditions. In another study, we also investigated

the interactions of O2 and H2S producing/consuming processes in microbial mats and how

these are regulated by temperature under dark and light conditions (Wieland and Kiihl

1999).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Samples. Microbial mats were collected in the shallow eastern part of the hypersaline

Solar Lake (Sinai, Egypt) at an approximate water depth of 0.4-0.5 m in June 1997. The

mat samples (3-4 cm thick) were taken by Plexiglas corers with an inner diameter of
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5.0-5.6 cm. The in situ temperature was 33°C and the salinity at the sampling site was

114%0, as determined by a refractometer (Atago, Japan). Maximal irradiances at noon

reached ~2300 ~mol photons m-2
S·I (Eilat, Israel). The mat samples in the cores were

transported to the Interuniversity Institute in Eilat within a few hours after sampling, where

measurements were performed under controlled laboratory conditions.

Experimental set-up. Mat subsamples (approximately 2.5 em x 2.5 em x 2 em) were

immobilized (1.5% agar (w/v) in filtered Solar Lake water) and mounted in a flow chamber

modified from Lorenzen et al. (1995). The flow chamber was connected to a submersible

water pump (E-Heim, Germany), which created a constant flow of aerated and filtered

Solar Lake water over the mat surface. Experimental temperatures of the water reservoir

were adjusted to ±0.5°C with a heat exchanging metal coil connected to a thermostat

(Julabo, Germany). The mat surface was illuminated with a fiber-optic halogen light source

(Schott KL 1500, Germany). Neutral density filters (Oriel, USA) were inserted in the

collimated light beam to adjust the downwelling surface irradiance, Ed (PAR). For

quantification of Ed (PAR) with an underwater quantum irradiance meter (LiCor, USA),

the flow chamber was replaced by the underwater quantum sensor, which was submerged

in Solar Lake water and placed at the same position and distance as the mat sample relative

to the light source.

Microsensor measurements. Microprofiles of O2 and gross photosynthesis were measured

with Clark-type O2 microelectrodes (Revsbech 1989). The O2 microelectrodes had outer tip

diameters of <10 ~m, stirring sensitivities of <2% and t90 response times of <0.5 s. The O2

microelectrodes were connected to a fast responding, miniaturized picoamperemeter

(MasCom GmbH, Germany) plugged onto the prolonged shaft of the microelectrodes and

mounted on a motor driven micromanipulator (Oriel, USA; Marzhauser, Germany). The

microsensors were positioned on the mat surface by use of the micromanipulator, while

watching the mat surface and the tip of the microelectrode through a dissection microscope

(Zeiss, Germany). The measuring signals were recorded on a strip chart recorder

(Servogor, UK) and on a computer data acquisition system (National Instruments,

Labview, USA), that also controlled the micromanipulator. Linear calibration of the O2

microelectrode from readings in the aerated overlaying Solar Lake water (100% air
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saturation) and in the anoxic part of the mat (0% oxygen) was done with every measured

profile. Dissolved 02 concentrations in aerated Solar Lake brine at experimental

temperatures and salinities were calculated according to Sherwood et al. (1991). Steady

state 02 microprofiles were measured in steps of I00 ~m vertical depth intervals.

Gross photosynthesis was measured by means of the light-dark shift technique

(Revsbech and J0fgensen 1983). The mat surface was darkened by closing an electronical

shutter (Vincent Ass., Uniblitz, USA), which was fixed in the light beam and triggered by

the data acquisition software. A photodiode close to the shutter registered the moment of

darkening. The rate of 02 depletion after darkening of the mat was calculated automatically

via linear regression over the initial 1-2 s by the software. Gross photosynthesis profiles

were recorded with I00 ~m vertical depth resolution. Since volumetric gross

photosynthetic rates determined with the light-dark shift technique are given as Ilmol 02

cm-3 (porewater) S,I (Revsbech et al. 1981), measured rates of volumetric gross

photosynthesis were corrected for porosity, which was assumed to be 0.9 (J0rgensen and

Cohen 1977; Jergensen et al. 1979). The zone where gross photosynthesis was measurable

with the light-dark shift technique is in the following referred to as the photic zone. The

aphotic zone represents the oxic zone below the photic zone.

Experimental light-dark cycles at increasing temperatures were performed on the mat

surface at a downwelling irradiance of 2162 ~mol photons m,2 S·I. The 02 microelectrode

was positioned on the mat surface and after reaching 02 steady state levels in the dark

(light), the light was turned on (off).

Calculations. Diffusive fluxes of 02 across the mat-water interface Jo were calculated from

steady state 02 profiles using Fick' s first law of (one-dimensional) diffusion:

J =-D * (dC(Z»)
o 0 dz (I)

where Do is the free solution molecular diffusion coefficient of 02' and (d~;Z») is the

linear 02 concentration gradient in the diffusive boundary layer above the mat surface,

where transport of solutes is dominated by molecular diffusion (J0fgensen and Revsbech

1985). A positive flux indicates a net 02 uptake, while a negative flux indicates a net 02

export out of the mat. In the dark incubated mat, 10 is a measure of 02 consumption rate per
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unit area of the microbial mat, Rdark . In the light incubated mat, -]0 is a measure of areal

rates of net photosynthesis, Pn' If O2 consumption is higher than gross photosynthesis, this

leads to a net O2 uptake in the light and Pn is, therefore, negative. Areal rates of net

photosynthesis in the photic zone, Pn,phot' were calculated as the total O2 flux out of the

photic zone (Jensen and Revsbech 1989; Kiihl et al. 1996; Epping and Kiihl 1999):

Pn,phot = ], - ]0 (2)

The downward O2 flux, ]" at the lower boundary of the photic zone, which is also a

measure of02 consumption in the aphotic zone, Raphol, was calculated by:

(3)

(4)

The porosity, 4>, of the mat was assumed to be 0.9 (see above). The sediment diffusion

coefficient, D" was calculated from the mat porosity and the free solution molecular

diffusion coefficient, Do, according to Ullman and Aller (1982):

D =.l.2 * D,'t' 0

The free solution molecular diffusion coefficient of O2 was taken from Broecker and Peng

(1974) and corrected for temperature and salinity (Li and Gregory 1974).

Areal rates of total O2 consumption in the light, Rlighl, and of O2 consumption in the photic

zone, Rphot, were calculated by (Kiihl et al. 1996):

and

Rphot = Pg - Pn,phot

(5)

(6)

(7)

where Pg is the areal rate of gross photosynthesis, calculated by integration of the porosity

corrected volumetric gross photosynthesis rates over the depth of the photic zone.

Volumetric rates of O2 consumption in the photic zone were calculated by dividing

calculated areal rates of Rphol (eq. 6) by the thickness of the photic zone.

Photosynthesis versus irradiance curves (P vs. Ed curves) were obtained by fitting areal

rates of gross photosynthesis at increasing irradiances to an exponential function (Webb et

al. 1974) using the solver routine of Excel 5.0 (Microsoft):

P = Pm [I -exp(-aEd/Pm)]

where Pm is the maximal photosynthetic rate at light saturation, and a is the initial slope of

the P vs. Ed curve.
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The effect of temperature on process rates was quantified by calculating the apparent

activation energy, Ea, and the corresponding QIO according to Isaksen and J0rgensen

(1996). Ea was determined from the slope of an Arrhenius plot, i.e. In(k) versus (R*Tr',

based on the integrated form of the Arrhenius equation:

In(k) = In(A) + (-Ea*(R*T)"I) (8)

where k is the process rate, A is the Arrhenius constant, R is the gas constant (8.3144 J K"

mol'l) and T is the absolute temperature (OK). Q\O, which is the factor of process rate

increase by a 10°C temperature increase, was calculated by:

RESULTS

Q,o = exp [Ea *10 K * (R*T*(T + 10 K)r'] (9)

The microbial mat had a gelatinous structure with a 1-2 mm thick yellow-brownish surface

layer composed of diatoms (Navicula sp., Nitzschia sp.) and unicellular cyanobacteria,

belonging to the Halothece cluster (Garcia-Pichel et al. 1998). The surface layer was

followed by a dense ca. 0.5-1 mm thick green layer of filamentous cyanobacteria (mainly

Microcoleus chthonoplastes). At higher experimental temperatures, the mat topography

became rough, probably due to migration and aggregation of microbes in the surface layer

of the mat.

Oxygen fluxes and O2 dynamics as a function of temperature

In the dark incubated mat, O2 penetration and O2 concentration at the mat surface

decreased gradually from 15°C to 35°C. At further increasing temperatures, the O2

concentration at the mat surface slightly increased again (Fig. 1). In the light incubated mat

(Ed (PAR): 2162 )lmol photons m·2 s''), O2 penetration decreased from 3.8 mm at 15°C to

2.1 mm at 35°C, and increased again at 40°C and 45°C to 2.2 mm (profiles not shown).

Areal rates of dark O2 consumption, Rdark> increased almost linearly with temperature

from 0.042 (± 0.001) nmol O2 cm·2 S·I at 15°C to 0.084 (± 0.004) nmol O2 cm·2 S·l at 45°C

(Fig. 2A). The apparent activation energy of Rdark> as determined from the linear slope of

an Arrhenius plot of these data, amounted to 18 kJ mol" (Fig. 2B) and is a measure of the
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temperature response of all O2 consuming processes in the mat. In the light incubated mat

(Ed (PAR): 2162 llmol photons m-2
S-I), areal rates of net photosynthesis, Pn, increased

between 15°C and 40°C from 0.044 (± 0.004) to 0.264 (± 0.008) nmol O2 cm-2
S-I, and then

decreased at 45°C to 0.245 (± 0.016) nmol O2 cm-2
S-I (Fig. 2A). The apparent activation

energy, calculated in the temperature range from 15°C-30°C, amounted to 77 kJ mor l

(Fig. 2B). From the activation energies, we calculated QIO values of 1.3 (25°C-35°C) and

2.8 (20°C-30°C) for areal dark O2 consumption and net photosynthesis, respectively.
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Figure 1. Averaged steady state O2 concentration profiles (n = 3) measured in a dark incubated mat at
increasing temperatures (indicated in graph). Note that the 100% air saturation value translates into
decreasing amounts of absolute O2 concentration with increasing temperature.
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Figure 2. (A) Areal rates of dark O2 consumption, Rd"k> and of net photosynthesis, P", at increasing
temperatures. Symbol and error bars indicate mean ± standard deviation (n = 2-3). (B) Arrhenius plot of the
rates shown in (A).

Both the steady state O2 levels and the O2 dynamic on the mat surface changed with

increasing temperature (Fig. 3). The O2 steady state concentration in the light increased

from 283 IlM at 15°C to 596 IlM at 40°C, whereas the O2 steady state concentration in the

dark decreased from 93 IlM at 15°C to 10 IlM at 40°C.
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Figure 3. Oxygen dynamics at the mat surface during experimental light-dark cycles (Ed (PAR): 2162 IImol
photons m>2 S>I) at 15°C (A), 25°C (8) and 40°C (C). Note different time scales.

The initial rate of O2 depletion after darkening, i.e. the gross photosynthesis at the mat

surface, increased with temperature up to 40°C and then decreased at 45°C (Fig. 4A). An

apparent activation energy of 86 kJ marl in the temperature range from 15°C to 35°C was

calculated (Fig. 4B), yielding a QIO of3.1 (25°C-35°C).
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Microprofiles of O2 and gross photosynthesis

Depth profiles of dissolved O2 and gross photosynthesis as a function of increasing

downwelling irradiance and temperature, were measured in another mat subsample

(Fig. 5). At all experimental temperatures, O2 penetration increased with increasing

irradiance. Oxygen concentrations within the mat increased with irradiance up to a

maximal O2 concentration at 626 I-lmol photons m·2
S·1 at each experimental temperature.
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Oxygen penetration in the dark decreased with increasing temperature from 0.5 mm at

25°C to 0.2 mm at 40°C. A temperature-induced decrease of O2 penetration was also found

in the illuminated mat. At low irradiances, i.e. 54 and 119 ~mol photons m,2 sol, both O2

penetration and peak O2 concentration decreased with temperature. At 54 ~mol photons

m·2 S,l, a gradual transition from a net O2 export (25°C) towards a net O2 import (40°C)

across the mat-water interface was observed. Peak O2 concentrations at high irradiances,

i.e. 626, 1000 and 2319 ~mol photons m,2 S,I, were maximal at 25°C and minimal at 33°C

at each irradiance. The thickness of the aphotic zone decreased at each light condition with

increasing temperature.

The vertical zonation of gross photosynthetic activity changed with increasing

irradiance and exhibited two to three distinct zones of high activity at saturating

irradiances. At low irradiances, the thickness of the photic zone was constant at 25°C

(1.7 mm) and 33°C (1.5 mm), whereas at 40°C it increased significantly from 0.7 mm to

1.6 mm between 54 and 119 ~mol photons m'2 S'l. At each temperature, an additional

subsurface peak of photosynthesis was found at 626 ~mol photons m'2 S·l. This peak

moved deeper into the mat at higher irradiance (Fig. 5, 6C).

At each temperature, the volumetric gross photosynthesis rate at the mat surface

increased with irradiance up to 626 ~mol photons m
02

sol, and decreased at higher

irradiances (Fig. 6A). The averaged volumetric gross photosynthesis rate in the upper

0.1-0.7 mm of the mat showed a similar trend at 33°C and 40°C (Fig. 6B). At 25°C, the

averaged gross photosynthesis rate did not decrease, but approached saturation at high

irradiances.

Photosynthesis versus irradiance at 3 experimental temperatures

At each temperature, areal rates of gross photosynthesis, Pg' increased with irradiance up to

626 ~mol photons m,2 S,l (Fig. 7, left panel). The initial slope of the P vs. Ed curve, a, and

the onset of saturation at irradiance Ek = Pm/a showed no clear trend with temperature

(a = 0.0022, 0.0031, and 0.0026; Ek = 175, 148, and 185 ~mol photons m,2 S,l at 25°C,

33°C, and 40°C, respectively). The maximal photosynthetic rate at light saturation, Pm

(eq. 7), increased from 0.38 nmol O2 cm,2 S,l at 25°C to 0.48 nmol O2 cm'2 sol at 40°C. An

increase of Pg with temperature was found at each irradiance except at 54 ~mol photons

m,2 S,l, where Pg first increased between 25°C and 33°C, and then decreased again at 40°C.
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Areal rates of net photosynthesis, Pn' and of net photosynthesis in the photic zone,

Pn,phot' increased with irradiance up to 626 l1mo1 photons m-2
S-I at each temperature and

then either decreased (25°C and 33°C) or further increased with increasing irradiance

(40°C), The compensation irradiance, Ec, where O2 production (Pg) is balanced by O2

consumption (Rtight)' i,e, Pn = 0, increased with temperature from 32 l1mo1 photons m-2
S-I

at 25°C to 53 /lmol photons m-2
S-I at 33°C and to 77 Jlmol photons m-2

S-I at 40°C.
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rates of gross photosynthesis were fined (solid line) to an exponential function (Webb et al. 1974). Areal
rates at irradiances below 120 j.lmol photons m-2

S-I are shown in more detail within the graph insets.

Oxygen consumption versus irradiance at 3 experimental temperatures

Areal rates of total O2 consumption in the mat, Rlight, increased at each temperature with

irradiance up to 626 Ilmol photons m-2
S·I (Fig. 7, right panel). At higher irradiances, Rlight

increased further (25°C) or approached saturation (33°C), while at 40°C Rlight decreased at
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irradiances above 626 !lmol photons m-2
S-I. Areal rates of O2 consumption in the photic

zone, Rphol, showed in general a similar trend, but decreased between 54 and 119 !lmol

photons m-2
S-I at 25°C and 33°C. Rates of O2 consumption in the aphotic zone, Raphot,

initially increased with irradiance at each temperature, but were almost invariant at high

irradiances as compared to Rlight and Rphol ' At high irradiances, Rphol was always higher

than Raphol and thus mainly contributed to Rlighl'

At each temperature, both Rlighl and Rphot increased with Pg until gross photosynthesis

was saturated (Fig. 8). Rapho! showed a less pronounced cOlTelation with gross

photosynthesis.
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Figure 8. Areal rates of O2 consumption in the photic zone, ~ho" in the aphotic zone, Raphol. and total O2

consumption in the light incubated mat, Rligh" vs. areal rates of gross photosynthesis, Pg, at 25°C, 33°C and
40°C. At each temperature. the succession of the symbols indicates the rates at increasing irradiances.
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Effect of temperature and irradiance on O2 turnover

Areal rates of dark O2 consumption, Rdark> showed no clear trend with temperature

(Fig. 9A). At all irradiances, Rlighl was higher than Rdark at corresponding temperatures.

At 54 flmol photons m,2 S,I (Fig. 9B), temperature had a significant effect on the balance

between photosynthesis and O2 consumption. Both gross photosynthesis, Pg' and total O2

consumption, Rlight, increased with temperature from 25°C to 33°C and then decreased

again at 40°C. Net photosynthesis, P", decreased with temperature. At 25°C, Rlight

amounted to 70% of Pg' whereas at 33°C photosynthetic O2 production was almost

balanced by O2 consumption (99% of Pg). At 40°C, O2 consumption exceeded

photosynthetic O2 production (197% of Pg), leading to an import of O2 across the mat

water interface, which almost equaled the O2 supply by photosynthesis (97% of Pg).

Relative to Pg' Rpho1 strongly increased with temperature from 41 % at 25°C to 187% at

40°C. Both absolute and relative rates of Raphol and Pn decreased with temperature.

At 119 and 626 flmol photons m,2 S,I (Fig. 9 C, D), Pg as well as Rphot and Rlighl

increased with temperature. At 25°C, 55-37% of the photosynthetically produced O2

diffused out of the mat, whereas the remaining 45-63% were consumed within the mat. At

higher temperatures, the relative O2 export across the mat-water interface, Pn' decreased

with temperature due to increased O2 consumption within the mat. Relative to Pg' Raphot

decreased (119 flmol photons m,2 S,l) or increased (626 flmol photons m,2 S,l) with

temperature.

At 1000 and 2319 flmol photons m'2 S'l (Fig. 9 E, F), similar trends were observed.

However, the percentage of the produced O2 which was consumed within the mat

decreased at 40°C. Raphol increased between 33°C and 40°C. Although Pg was highest at

40°C, Rphol decreased so strong that even the increased rates of Raphol could not compensate

for the decrease, and thus the relative O2 consumption within the mat decreased, resulting

in an increased O2 export across the mat-water interface, i.e. an increase of net

photosynthesis.
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Figure 9. Areal rates of dark O2 consumption (RdRrk) vs. temperature (A), and areal rates of gross and net
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Temperature and diffusive boundary layer effects on O2 fluxes

Our data showed a temperature-induced increase of the O2 dynamics on the mat surface

and of the fluxes across the mat-water interface. In highly active communities, the diffusive

boundary layer (DBL) poses a mass-transfer resistance and thus limits the O2 flux across

the solid-water interface (Jl'Jfgensen and Revsbech 1985; Jl'Jfgensen and Des Marais 1990;

Klihl and Jl'Jfgensen 1992a; Ktihl et al. 1996). The thickness of the DBL is influenced by

the hydrodynamic conditions (e.g. flow velocity) and the roughness (topography) of the

mat (J0rgensen and Revsbech 1985; J0rgensen and Des Marais 1990).

Temperature increases the diffusive O2 transport through the DBL, since the diffusion

coefficient of O2 increases, and theoretically the DBL thickness decreases with temperature

(J0rgensen and Revsbech 1985). This is, however, partly counterbalanced by a decreased

O2 solubility at higher temperature. Thus, the effect of temperature on the O2 exchange

across the mat-water interface is not only determined by temperature-induced changes of

biological activity, but also by temperature effects on the physical parameters influencing

the O2 flux across the mat-water interface.

The presence of a microsensor above the mat induces a local compression of the DBL

(Glud et al. 1994). This effect is most pronounced for smooth surface topographies and

seems to be alleviated in heterogeneous phototrophic mats (Lorenzen et al. 1995). The

same authors conclude that the microsensor induced DBL compression can be treated as

being equivalent to measuring at a higher local flow velocity, as long as the microsensor is

kept near to the mat surface for long enough periods to allow for steady state conditions to

establish. The exact mechanism behind the DBL compression and whether it has a

temperature dependent component, e.g. due to changes in fluid viscosity and density,

awaits further investigation.

In the dark incubated mat, the O2 flux towards the mat surface, i.e. dark O2 consumption

Rdark , was enhanced by increasing temperatures (Fig. 2), which amounted to an increase of

102% between 15°C and 45°C. The O2 diffusion coefficient increased by 99% and the O2

solubility decreased by 27%. Theoretically, the effective thickness of the DBL, Zo, should

decrease by 24% between 15°C and 45°C, as estimated by the equation for the calculation
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of Z8 for flow over a flat plate (Jorgensen and Revsbech 1985; Vogel 1989):

Zs = 5~ XJl
Up
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(10)

where x is the distance from the leading edge of the plate, U is the flow velocity, fl is the

dynamic viscosity and p is the density of the liquid. The theoretical decrease of Z8 with

temperature was calculated from eq. 10, using Z8 determined from the measured O2 profile

at 15°C (280 flm) with the temperature dependent changes of fl and p (Riley and Skirrow

1975; Millero and Poisson 1981).

With these values, we would expect an increase of the O2 flux by 91 % between 15°C

and 45°C, as estimated from the equation (Jorgensen and Revsbech 1985):

(11 )

where 602 is the difference between the O2 concentration in the bulk water and at the mat

surface, which was determined from the dark O2 profile at 15°C.

However, we cannot differentiate clearly between the contribution of temperature

induced changes of biological activity and of physical parameters to the measured changes

of Rdark . In our data, Z8 showed an increasing trend with temperature, as determined from

measured dark O2 profiles, with a slope of increase of 76 !-1m (27%) per 30°C temperature

increase. This points to a temperature dependent change in surface roughness, e.g. due to

migration of microbes, which leads to a thicker DBL.

We found a relatively low QIO value of 1.3 for dark O2 consumption. At elevated

temperatures, enhanced O2 consumption reduced O2 penetration to the uppermost

0.1-0.2 mm of the mat (Fig. I). Since Z8 increased slightly with temperature, the total O2

consumption of the mat was apparently limited by the diffusive O2 supply through the

DBL. The low temperature dependence of Rdark can thus be explained by the constraints on

mass transfer imposed by the DBL at all experimental temperatures. A similar mechanism

was postulated by Thamdrup et al. (1998).

Rdark includes both O2 consumption due to aerobic heterotrophic respiration and due to

oxidation of reduced inorganic compounds like sulfide. Temperature stimulates both
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processes directly, and sulfide oxidation could have been further enhanced by an increased

sulfide flux towards the mat surface, as sulfate reduction in hypersaline mats is known to

increase with temperature (Skyring et al. 1983; Canfield and Des Marais 1991; Canfield

and Des Marais 1993; J0rgensen 1994). In another study, we quantified the temperature

induced increase of net sulfide production/consumption rates in a Solar Lake mat sampled

during the winter period (November 1996) (Wieland and Ktihl 1999). In that mat, a

significant stimulation of both sulfate reduction and sulfide oxidation was observed with

increasing temperature, and an increasing amount of O2 consumption at elevated

temperature was due to sulfide oxidation. However, both structure and microbial

composition of the surface layer differed from the mat investigated in the present study and

we can only speculate on the role of sulfide in the present study.

The temperature-induced changes of net photosynthesis, Pn' represent the combined

effect of temperature on the mass transfer resistance imposed by the DBL, and on gross

photosynthesis and O2 consumption within the mat. Net photosynthesis at 2162 J..lmol

photons m-2
S-I increased with temperature and reached an optimum at 40°C (Fig. 2A).

Thus, net photosynthetic activity was highest in the temperature range around the observed

in situ temperature. We calculated a QIO of 2.8 for Pn in the temperature range from 20°C

to 30°C, which is within the range of reported values for light saturated photosynthesis

(Davison 1991). Temperature had also a significant effect on the 02 dynamics on the mat

surface as measured by experimental light-dark shifts (Fig. 3). This increase 111 O2

dynamics can be explained by increasing gross photosynthetic activity as well as by

increasing O2 consumption. The temperature-enhanced rates of gross photosynthesis at the

mat surface, with a QIO of 3.1 (25°C-35°C), indicate that light-saturated gross

photosynthesis was regulated by temperature sensitive processes involved in carbon

assimilation. The decrease of gross photosynthesis at the mat surface at 45°C was probably

due to the combined inhibitory effect of high irradiance and temperature, which may have

also led to the decrease of net photosynthesis (Fig. 2, see also above).

Regulation of photosynthesis by irradiance and temperature

In microbial mats and other densely populated phototrophic communities, light is strongly

attenuated due to scattering and absorption by phototrophic organisms resulting in a steep

light gradient within the mat. The spectral composition of light is changing within the
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community due to selective absorbance of light qualities by various photosynthetic

pigments (J0rgensen and Des Marais 1988; Ktihl and 10rgensen 1992b; Lassen et al. 1992;

Ktihl et al. 1994). Light scattering can cause locally increased light intensities near the mat

surface (e.g. 10fgensen and Des Marais 1988). Increasing surface irradiance increases light

penetration and activates photosynthesis in deeper, light-limited parts of the mat, resulting

in a deepening of the photic zone. However, many cyanobacteria are able to migrate within

the mat and can thus position themselves at depths where favorable conditions prevail

(Castenholz et al. 1991; Garcia-Pichel et al. 1994; Kruschel and Castenholz 1998), i.e.

upward migration towards the mat surface at low irradiances and downward migration at

high inhibitory irradiances. Furthermore, the zonation and activity of aerobic heterotrophic

organisms may also influence the photosynthetic response, e.g. by alleviating inorganic

carbon limitation at high photosynthetic rates (Canfield and Des Marais 1993; Ktihl et al.

1996). The P vs. Ed curve thus represents the depth-integrated response of the phototrophic

community to increasing irradiances, including migration events, light intensity induced

changes of photosynthetic activity, increases in the thickness of the photic zone and

changes of photosynthetic activity in response to varying chemical gradients and

heterotrophic activities.

The initial slope, a, of the P vs. Ed curve is determined by light-harvesting efficiency

and photosynthetic energy conversion efficiency (Henley 1993). a can be affected by

temperature. since both temperature independent (photochemical reactions, light

absorption, excitation energy transfer) and temperature sensitive processes

(photophosphorylation, electron transport, plastoquinone diffusion) are associated with

photosynthesis (Raven and Geider 1988; Davison 1991). Above a certain irradiance, Ek>

photosynthesis starts to saturate and approaches a maximal photosynthesis rate, Pm. Light

saturated photosynthesis is primarily limited by carbon metabolism, including enzymatic

reactions, diffusion and transport processes, and is thus inherently sensitive to temperature

(Davison 1991; Henley 1993).

In the Solar Lake mat, maximal photosynthesis at light saturation, Pm' increased with

temperature (Fig. 7), indicating that temperature stimulated processes involved in carbon

assimilation. The initial slope of the P vs. Ed curves and Ek did not show a clear trend with

temperature. The temperature optimum of light-saturated photosynthesis was apparently

around or at 40°C (Fig. 9), i.e. slightly above the in situ temperature. Rasmussen et al.
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(1983) found that in situ temperatures were below the experimental optimum temperature

for potential photosynthesis in a coastal sediment.

No significant reduction of gross photosynthesis occurred at high irradiances above

626 Ilmol photons m-I sol (Fig_ 7). The phototrophic community thus seemed to be high

light adapted. Revsbech et al. (1983) did not detect an overall photoinhibition, i.e.

reduction of gross photosynthesis, in a Solar Lake mat with 1670 Ilmol photons m-
2

S-I of

sunlight. In our study, volumetric gross photosynthetic rates at the mat surface decreased at

high irradiances (Fig. 6), indicating a partial photoinhibition of the phototrophic

community in the surface layer of the mat (see also Kohl et al. 1997). If this reduction was

caused only by photoinhibition can, however, not be judged since motile phototrophs can

avoid photo inhibitory conditions by downward migration into the mat (Bebout and Garcia

Pichel 1995). Migration can be implied by the increasing depth, where the maximal

volumetric gross photosynthesis rate of the subsurface photosynthesis peak occurred at

high irradiances (Fig. 6). The reduced rates in the surface layer were apparently

compensated by the broadening of the photic zone and increasing rates in deeper layers due

to increased light penetration.

Except at 54 Ilmol photons m- I S-l, Pg was stimulated by increasing temperatures at each

light condition (Fig. 9), indicating that gross photosynthesis was also sensitive to

temperature at subsaturating irradiances. At 54 Ilmol photons m-I S-l, Pg and the thickness

of the photic zone strongly decreased at 40°C (Figs. 5 and 9), possibly since cyanobacteria

switched to an alternative mode of metabolism. Oxygen was almost completely consumed

within the photic zone of the mat and the oxic-anoxic interface was close to the lower

boundary of the photic zone (Fig. 5). Temperature-enhanced sulfide production (Skyring et

al. 1983; Canfield and Des Marais 1991; Canfield and Des Marais 1993; Jmgensen 1994;

Wieland and KOhl 1999) could have led to a penetration of sulfide into the cyanobacterial

layer of the mat at 40°C. Thus, the reduction of the (oxygenic) photic zone and probably

also the reduction of gross photosynthesis could have been due to cyanobacterial

anoxygenic photosynthesis (Garlick et al. 1977; Cohen et al. 1986; Jmgensen et al. 1986;

de Wit and van Gemerden 1987) or sulfide-inhibition of oxygenic photosynthesis driven by

an increased sulfide availability at elevated temperatures. We can also not exclude that

some oxygenic gross photosynthesis occurred in the apparent anoxic layer, where
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photosynthetically produced O2 was immediately consumed and, therefore, not measurable

with O2 microelectrodes (see also Castenholz et al. 1991).

Net photosynthesis and the total O2 flux out of the photic zone showed, except at 40°C,

a decreasing trend at irradiances above 626 Ilmol photons m-2
S-I (Fig. 7), indicating an

increasing internal O2 cycling within the mat (see also below). At the compensation

irradiance, EO' gross photosynthesis is balanced by O2 consumption and thus no net O2

exchange occurs across the mat-water interface. The compensation irradiance increased

with temperature, as O2 consumption was strongly increased relative to gross

photosynthesis. Consequently, higher irradiances were required to turn the mat into a net

autotrophic community at elevated temperatures. Increasing compensation irradiances with

temperature were also found for the brown alga Laminaria saccharina (Davison 1991), and

for a temperate hypersaline microbial mat from the Ebro Delta, Spain (Epping and Kilhl

1999).

Regulation of oxygen consumption by irradiance and temperature

Total O2 consumption in the mat increased with irradiance. Only at 40°C did Rlighl decrease

at irradiances above 626 Ilmol photons m-2
S-I (Fig. 7). In the light, O2 consumption occurs

both in the photic and in the aphotic zone of the mat. In the aphotic zone of the mat, O2 was

consumed by aerobic respiration and sulfide oxidation. Oxygen consumption in the aphotic

zone, Raphol, did not significantly change with irradiance (Fig. 7) and was apparently not

directly controlled by photosynthesis (Fig. 8). At 40°C, Raphol was controlled at low

irradiances by the rates of O2 consumption in the photic zone and since the latter were

controlled by photosynthesis, Raphol also showed an indirect initial increase with gross

photosynthesis (Fig. 8). Enhanced aerobic sulfide oxidation due to temperature-enhanced

sulfide production could have caused the significant reduction of the aphotic zone observed

at 40°C (see also Wieland and Kiihl 1999).

In the photic zone, both heterotrophic and phototrophic microorganisms can participate

in O2 consumption. Oxygen consuming processes associated with the phototrophic

organisms include pseudocyclic electron transport (Mehler reaction), respiration and

photorespiration. In the Mehler reaction, O2 instead of NADP+ is the terminal electron

acceptor for (non-cyclic) photosynthetic electron transport, leading to the formation of

hydrogen peroxide (Beardall and Raven 1990). In cyanobacteria, O2 consumption due to
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the Mehler reaction can increase significantly at high irradiances, where carbon

assimilation gets saturated and thus NADP+ gets limited relative to the rate of non-cyclic

photosynthetic electron transport (Kana 1992). An increased O2 consumption due to the

Mehler reaction can also occur during e.g. active transport of dissolved inorganic carbon

(Miller et al. 1988). However, only if the produced H20 2 is not or at least not completely

detoxified by catalase, a net O2 consumption due to the Mehler reaction would occur

(Beardall and Raven 1990). Since catalase activity is inhibited by light (Butow et al. 1994),

it seems likely that O2 consumption due to the Mehler reaction could have occurred in the

light incubated mat at high irradiances.

Photorespiration, i.e. O2 consumption due to the oxygenase activity of ribulose-1 ,5

bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (Beardall and Raven 1990), is thought to be

suppressed in cyanobacteria due to their efficient inorganic carbon concentrating

mechanisms (Colman 1989). Some marine diatoms can also use bicarbonate (which is

converted to CO2) as an inorganic carbon source for photosynthesis (Korb et al. 1997), but

photorespiration was indicated in diatom-dominated freshwater biofilms (Glud et aJ. 1992)

and in an artificially grown diatom biofilm (Jensen and Revsbech 1989). Thus,

photorespiration in the Solar Lake microbial mat cannot be completely excluded, especially

under conditions where high O2 concentrations prevailed in the mat (Fig. 5).

Photosynthates released during photosynthesis by the phototrophic community can

serve as substrates for heterotrophic bacteria and therefore stimulate aerobic respiration. In

a hot spring cyanobacterial mat, the production and excretion of photosynthates, mainly

glycolate, was shown by Bateson and Ward (1988). An uptake and utilization of excreted

photosynthates by heterotrophs is also indicated in other communities (Haack and

McFeters 1982; Bateson and Ward 1988; Neely and Wetzel 1995). Furthermore, a close

coupling of photosynthesis and heterotrophic respiration was suggested for a hypersaline

microbial mat (Canfield and Des Marais 1993) and for an epilithic cyanobacterial biofilm

(Kilhl et aJ. 1996). Thus, increasing gross photosynthesis could have led to an increasing

release of photosynthate, stimulating aerobic respiration in the photic zone of the Solar

Lake mat.

Oxygen consumption in the photic zone of the mat, Rphot, generally increased with

irradiance and temperature (Figs. 7 and 9) and was mainly controlled by gross

photosynthesis (Fig. 8). However, some additional factors seem to have controlled O2
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consumption tn the photic zone at low and high irradiances. RphOI (in % of Pg) and

volumetric rates of O2 consumption in the photic zone decreased at each incubation

temperature between 54 and I I9 ~mol photons m-2
S-I (Table I, Fig. 9). Thus, at 54 I-!mol

photons m-2
S·I, Rphol must have been stimulated by other processes than gross

photosynthesis; especially at 40°C, where Rphol amounted to 187 % of Pg (Fig. 9 B).

Table I: Volumetric rates of O2 consumption in the photic zone RphOl at experimental irradiances and
temperatures

Ed (PAR) ~hOI (25°C) RphOI (33°C) Rphol (40°C)

~mol photons m·2 s'! nmol O2 cm'] s'! nmol O2 cm ·3 -I nmol O2 cm'] s'!s

54 0.25 0.58 0.97

119 0.14 0.44 0.89

626 0.67 1.07 1.30

1000 0.70 1.13 0.96

2319 0.97 1.15 0.85

Due to the limited O2 penetration during darkness, cyanobacteria must have switched to

an alternative mode of metabolism than aerobic respiration and/or may have migrated

towards the mat surface. Fermentation under dark anaerobic conditions was demonstrated

in several cyanobacteria (Oren and Shilo 1979; Heyer et al. 1989; Moezelaar et al. 1996)

and in hot spring mats (Nold and Ward 1996). Hence, accumulated fermentation products

could have stimulated heterotrophic respiration at 54 ~mol photons m-2
S-I. Since this effect

was restricted to Rphol, and the thickness of the photic zone did not increase as Ed (PAR)

was increased from 54 to 119 I-!mol photons m-2
S·I at 25°C and 33°C, we speculate that

cyanobacteria migrated towards the mat surface during darkness and remained there at low

irradiances. Accumulated fermentation products within this zone may have fueled aerobic

respiration when the light was turned on and photosynthesis led to a sufficient O2 supply.

Also at high irradiance, some additional temperature sensitive processes must have

influenced O2 consumption in the photic zone. At 33°C, RphOI increased slightly further at

high irradiances although photosynthesis was saturated. At 40°C, Rphol decreased at

irradiances above 626 I-!mol photons m-2
S-I (Fig. 8). Furthermore, RphOI decreased at 40°C

as compared to the lower temperatures, which was independent of gross photosynthesis,

since Pg increased with temperature (Fig. 9 E, F). This excludes a deleterious effect of the
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combination of elevated temperatures and irradiances, since the phototrophic population

should have then also been affected. Regulating mechanisms, like e.g. the release of

photosynthates, may have changed at high irradiances in response to temperature, but

presently we cannot clearly point to a certain mechanism.

Summary/Conclusions

In summary, O2 consumption In the photic zone was coupled to photosynthesis and

contributed significantly to the total O2 consumption of the microbial mat in the light. Such

a coupling can be explained via several possible mechanisms, like photorespiration, the

Mehler reaction and the turnover of excreted photosynthates. At moderate irradiances,

temperature clearly increased the percentage of the photosynthetically produced O2 which

was consumed within the mat. Thus, elevated temperatures increase the light requirement

to turn the mat into a net autotrophic community, as estimated from the O2 budget. We can,

however, not exclude that photosynthetic CO2 fixation and thus net primary production

was underestimated due to the possibility of anoxygenic photosynthesis. Although we

suggest that temperature was the main direct factor that stimulated O2 consumption,

elevated temperatures could have also led to an increased release of photosynthates,

additionally stimulating O2 consumption In the photic zone. The response of

photosynthesis demonstrates an adaptation of the phototrophic community to high

irradiances and an apparent optimum temperature of photosynthesis slightly above the in

situ temperature.

Dark O2 consumption in hypersaline mats is strongly regulated by the mass transfer

constraints imposed by the diffusive boundary layer. Temperature-enhanced sulfate

reduction can indirectly lead to a significant enhancement of dark O2 consumption and O2

consumption in the aphotic zone of the illuminated mat due to increased sulfide oxidation.

In the light the mass transfer constraints on oxygen availability are alleviated and we have

shown a pronounced coupling of O2 production and consumption within the photic zone of

the illuminated mat. This coupling is stimulated by irradiance as well as by temperature.

Based on our findings on O2 turnover, we speculate that the carbon turnover is

characterized by a similar close coupling between autotrophs and heterotrophs, which is

affected significantly by irradiance and temperature. Such a mechanism has important
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implications for the way photosynthesis rates are estimated. Traditionally, 02 consumption

in dark incubations is assumed representative for 02 consumption in the light, and gross 02

production is estimated by summing net 02 production in the light with dark 02

consumption (Geider and Osborne 1992). The use of this approach would significantly

underestimate gross photosynthesis in microbial mats, where light stimulated 02

consumption takes place. Such an underestimation would be even more pronounced at

elevated temperature and/or high irradiance.
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ABSTRACT

Chapter 4

Non-invasive I H-NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) imaging was used to investigate the

diffusive properties of microbial mats in two dimensions. Pulsed Field Gradient NMR was

used to acquire images of the H20 diffusion coefficient, Ds' and multi-echo imaging NMR

was used to obtain images of the water density (intra- and extracellular water) in two

structurally different microbial mats sampled from Solar Lake (Egypt). We found a

pronounced lateral and vertical variability of both water density and water diffusion

coefficient, correlated with the laminated and heterogeneous distribution of microbial cells

and exopolymers within the mats. The average water density varied from 0.5 to 0.9, while

the average water diffusion coefficient ranged from 0.4 to 0.9 relative to the values

obtained in the water above the mat samples. The apparent water diffusivities estimated

from NMR imaging compared well to apparent O2 diffusivities measured with a diffusivity

microsensor. Analysis of measured O2 concentration profiles with a diffusion-reaction

model showed that both the magnitude of calculated rates and the depth distribution of

calculated O2 consumption/production zones changed when the observed variations of

diffusivity were taken into account. With NMR imaging, diffusivity can be determined at

high spatial resolution, which can resolve inherent lateral and vertical heterogeneities

found in most natural benthic systems.
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Diffusion is the predominant mode of solute mass transfer between bacteria and their

surroundings, and is also the major mechanism of solute transport in impermeable

sediments, biofilms and microbial mats (e.g. van Gemerden 1993). Knowledge about the

diffusive properties is a key information for quantification of biogeochemical processes

and their regulation in benthic microbial communities (Berner 1980; Boudreau 1997).

Due to their spatio-temporal resolution and minimal disturbance, microsensors are

almost ideal tools for characterizing physico-chemical microenvironments and the steep

gradients of solute concentration within biofilms and sediments (Revsbech and J0rgensen

1986; Amann and Kiihl 1998). From measured concentration profiles, diffusive fluxes of

solutes and the depth distribution and magnitude of process rates, i.e. net production

consumption of the diffusing chemical species, can be calculated via profile analysis based

on diffusion-reaction models (e.g. Revsbech et al. 1986; Nielsen et al. 1990; Rasmussen

and J0rgensen 1992; Epping and J0rgensen 1996; Berg et al. 1998).

However, a precise analysis of microsensor data requests fine-scale measurements of the

apparent diffusivity, Dapp, of the solute in the system (Revsbech et al. 1986; Revsbech

1989a; Glud et al. 1995). The presence of impermeable particles causes an increase of the

diffusional pathlength by steric hindrance, referred to as the geometric tortuosity 8,

resulting in a lower solute diffusion coefficient in the sediment, Ds, as compared with the

free solution molecular diffusion coefficient, Do, which is expressed by (Berner 1980):

Ds = Do 8.2 (I)

Furthermore, in sediments the porosity (~) and thus the volume available for diffusion is

reduced, and therefore:

Dapp = ~ Do 8.2 (2)

Using inert tracers or biologically inactivated sediment samples, Ds can be determined with

transient methods, e.g. by following the equilibration of the system after a momentaneous

concentration change in the overlaying bulk liquid (e.g. Duursma and Bosch 1970). Ds can

then be calculated from the time-dependent increase of the tracer concentration at different

depths of the sample, as measured with e.g. microsensors (Revsbech et al. 1986;

Cronenberg and Van den Heuvel 1991; Beuling 1998).
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The apparent diffusivity, Dapp, can either be calculated from Ds if the porosity is known,

or directly be determined from measured steady state concentration profiles in the sediment

and Fick's first law of diffusion: J = Dapp dC/dx. In steady state, the flux J is constant

through all layers of the matrix, and changes in the slope (dC/dx) of the profile are caused

by variations of Dapp . Also for this approach, inert tracers or biologically inactivated

samples must be used, and the sample has to be equilibrated in a diffusion chamber

(Revsbech 1989a; Glud et al. 1995). The latter was recently overcome by the development

of a novel microsensor for determination of Dapp, which is based on the continuous

detection of the diffusion of an inert tracer gas away from the sensor tip (Revsbech et al.

1998). However, even with this diffusivity microsensor, we can only address the diffusive

properties of complex natural samples from a relative limited number of point

measurements.

In translucent biofilms, confocal microscopy has been used for determining diffusivity

with high spatial resolution (de Beer et al. 1997). This method is, however, not directly

applicable in sediments and optically dense biofilms and microbial mats.

In the present study we used an alternative approach to determine Ds at a high spatial

resolution in biologically active samples by using H20 as a tracer in combination with non

invasive I H-NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) imaging. By this method, two

dimensional distributions of the water density and the diffusion coefficient of H20 in

stratified microbial mats were obtained for the first time.

Theoretical background of NMR imaging

The theory and basis of NMR measurements is shortly described here using a classical

description, which ignores the more fundamental quantum mechanical description of

NMR. NMR measurements are based on the angular moment or spin of certain nuclei, e.g.

I H, I3C. The rotation of the charged nucleus about its axis causes a magnetic dipole

moment. When a sample containing these nuclei is placed in an external magnetic field, Bo'

the magnetic dipoles align in the direction of Bo, i.e. the z-direction. The angular moment

of I H can only achieve two possible stable orientations relative to Bo, one tending to be

parallel (low energy level) and one counter-parallel to Bo' At room temperature and

thermal equilibrium, slightly more nuclear spins align parallel to Bo, resulting in a

macroscopic magnetization (Mz) of the sample parallel to the magnetic field.
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The application of an intense and short radio frequency (Lf.) pulse perpendicular to Bo

(900 pulse) leads to a realignment of the spins in the x,y-plane perpendicular to Bo, if the

frequency of the pulse corresponds to the energy difference between both spin orientations.

This NMR resonance frequency, vo, is depending on and characteristic for a particular

nucleus at a particular Bo' The magnetization in the x,y-plane oscillates with the frequency

va' thereby generating an oscillating magnetic field, which is detected by the same Lf. coil

which generated the 900 pulse. The initial amplitude, Ao, of the NMR signal is a measure

of the density of nuclei in the sample.

The amplitude of the NMR signal decreases as a function of time as the nuclear spins

return to equilibrium. This process is characterized by two relaxation time constants, T I

(spin-lattice relaxation time) and T2 (spin-spin relaxation time). T1 describes the return to

the equilibrium state in the direction of Bo, whereas T2 describes the decay of the

transverse magnetization Mx,y in the x,y-plane to zero. On top of the spin-spin relaxation,

which is mainly caused by magnetic dipole-dipole interactions, field inhomogeneities

accelerate the dephasing of the precessing spins in the x,y-plane and all initial phase

coherence is lost. The dephasing due to field inhomogeneities can be eliminated by

application of a 1800 pulse, which inverts the phase of the spins. This results in a

refocusing of all phases at two times the time between the 900 and the 1800 pulse (TE),

generating a spin-echo signal at TE. This spin-echo signal is reduced in amplitude (A(TE»

by spin-spin relaxation (T2) and can be described by:

A(TE) = Aoexp(-TE/T2). (3)

A succession of spin-echoes during one relaxation process is produced by using e.g. a so

called Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) or multiple spin-echo (MSE) sequence, where

additional 1800 pulses at intervals ofTE after the first (at TE/2) 1800 pulse are applied. The

curve formed by the subsequent and decreasing spin-echo amplitudes at TEn describes the

T2 relaxation decay (Farrar and Becker 1971; Morris 1986; Van As and van Dusschoten

1997).

Molecular diffusion, i.e. random translational motion of spin carrying molecules like

H20, can be measured if additionally pulsed field gradients (PFG) are applied (Stejskal and

Tanner 1965). After the 900 pulse, two subsequent magnetic field gradient pulses G

(mTlm) of duration 8 (ms) are applied with one or more additional 1800 pulse(s) between

both gradients. The first field gradient pulse enhances dephasing of the spins in the x,y-
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plane during its duration. The direction of the dephasing is reversed by the 1800 pulse(s).

The second gradient pulse causes a rephasing which leads, in the absence of diffusion, to a

complete phase refocusing with no extra echo signal loss, since the nuclei remain at the

same position and therefore experience the same magnetic field strength during both

gradients. Random displacement of spin carrying molecules by diffusion leads to an

incomplete phase refocusing, resulting in an attenuation of the echo amplitude. The time

between the onset of both magnetic field gradient pulses 1'1. (ms) is the time interval where

the mean square displacement of the nuclei is monitored (Stejskal and Tanner 1965; Farrar

and Becker 1971). The first spin-echo after the second gradient pulse can be followed by a

train of 1800 pulses, creating spin-echoes at TEn of decaying amplitude, enabling the

simultaneous determination of T2 and diffusion at a set of echo times (van Dusschoten et

at. 1996). This sequence is repeated with an increasing magnitude of the magnetic field

gradients during one set of experiment. The (decay of the) signal amplitude at TE can be

described by:

with

A(TE,b) = Ao * exp (-TE/T2) * exp (-b D) (4)

b = l f/ 0 2 (1'1.-8/3)

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, a constant specific for each type of nucleus, which

determines the resonance frequency in a given magnet field.

So far, only non-spatially resolved NMR was described, which in the case of microbial

mats is insufficient due to the macroscopic heterogeneity in the mat. By applying the same

pulsed field gradients in 3 different directions in combination with Lf. pulses with limited

bandwidth (soft pulses), images of slices through the sample can be achieved. An image

consists of N x N, here 128 x 128, picture elements, so-called pixels. All information

which has been discussed above can be obtained on a pixel by pixel basis when NMR

imaging is used after the pulsed field gradients and during the complete T2 decay.

Slice selection through a sample is achieved by using a soft, shaped Lf. pulse in the

presence of a magnetic field gradient, the so-called slice selection gradient. This slice

selection gradient is applied along the direction perpendicular to the desired slice, e.g.

along the z-direction. The soft, shaped Lf. pulse (90°) selectively excites only spins in a

narrow frequency range. Therefore, only nuclei within a certain slice at the corresponding
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magnetic field strength are excited. After the pulsed field gradients for the diffusion

measurements are applied, the resulting NMR signal is acquired in the presence of a so

called read gradient. The direction of this read gradient (x-direction) is perpendicular to the

direction of the slice selection gradient. Along the read gradient, nuclei experience

different magnetic field strengths, resulting in different, position dependent resonance

frequencies of the nuclei. Thus, each position in the read gradient direction is assigned to a

unique frequency, which can be retrieved by Fourier Transformation. Spatial resolution in

the y-direction is obtained by a stepwise incrementing gradient pulse applied perpendicular

to the other magnetic gradients. This so-called phase-encoding gradient pulse causes a

phase shift which increases along the y-axis. To obtain a complete N x N image of the

selected slice after Fourier Transformation, the phase-encoding gradient has to be

incremented N times (e.g. Morris 1986; Moonen et al. 1990). Subsequent application of

1800 pulses in combination with read gradients results in a set of images with decreasing

amplitude, governed by T2.

As mentioned above, the pulsed field gradients for the diffusion measurements are

incremented during one set of experiment. Thus, a 2D data set per pixel is obtained,

containing both diffusion and relaxation information, which can be described by and

analyzed with eq. 4 (van Dusschoten et al. 1996). A normal PFO MSE imaging experiment

consists of 128 (= N) phase-encoding steps x 8 pulsed field gradients steps x 2-8 averaging

steps. To reduce the measuring time, it is also possible to individually phase-encode the

multiple echoes using a pulsed field gradient turbo spin echo sequence (PFO TSE)

(Scheenen et al. 1998). The application of the PFO TSE reduces the measuring time 8 to 16

times, but T2 and Ao information is now mixed, and therefore only diffusion information is

obtained, which can be described by:

A(b) = ATE * exp (-b D) (5)

where ATE is the signal amplitude of the spin-echo at time TE. To obtain 2D images of the

H20 diffusion constants in mat samples, i.e. Ds, we used either the PFO MSE sequence or

the PFO TSE sequence. Additionally, 2D images of the amplitude Ao were acquired each

time by multi-echo imaging (Edzes et al. 1998) in a separate ePMO experiment.
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A SMIS (Surrey Medical Imaging System, Guildford, Surrey, UK) Imager was used for

NMR experiments. The SMIS Imager is equipped with an electromagnet (Bruker,

Karlsruhe) which generates a 0.47 T magnetic field, resulting in a IH resonance frequency

of 20.35 MHz. A microscopy probe (Doty Scientific Inc., Columbia, South Carolina)

containing a solenoidal radio frequency coil (length and diameter 45 mm), which is

surrounded by a set of actively shielded gradients, was fitted in the 0.14 m air gap of the

magnet. A Plexiglas core tube of ca. 2.6 em ilmer diameter containing the mat sample was

positioned in the probe bore, which had a diameter of 4.5 em and was accessible from both

ends. Home-written pulse programs written in SMIS language were used.

During one set of experiment, diffusion measurements were repeated 8 times at

increasing G, using either the PFG CPMG (van Dusschoten et a!. 1996) or the PFG TSE

sequence (Scheenen et a!. 1998). The magnetic field gradients were increased up to

500 mT/m. All measurements were performed at room temperature (24-25°C). The

acquired sets of images were analyzed on a pixel by pixel basis. The 2D data set per pixel

(as a function of time and G) obtained from the PFG CPMG experiment was analyzed with

a 2D nonlinear least square (NLLS) fitting routine based on the Marquardt-Levenberg

algorithm (Press et a!. 1992). Using this 2D fitting routine, the data were fitted with eq. 4,

assuming that molecules within one pixel element experienced a similar physical

environment (see van Dusschoten et a!. 1996). The set of images obtained from the PFG

TSE experiment, were analyzed by fitting the data (in each pixel) to eq. 5, using a standard

1D NLLS fitting routine based on the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm (Press et a!. 1992).

The fitting routines were programmed using IDL (Interactive Data Language, Research

Systems Inc., Boulder, Colorado).

Images of the amplitude Ao were obtained in separate CPMG experiments by multi

echo imaging (Edzes et a!. 1998). As in the PFG CPMG experiment, the sequence was

repeated 128 times to acquire complete 2D images (see Introduction). The signal intensity

in each pixel in the successive echo images was fitted as a mono-exponential decay (eq. 3)

with a NLLS fitting routine (see above), and real spin-density images (Ao) were obtained

by extrapolation of the amplitude images to TE = O.
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The dimensions of the acquired images are given by the field of view, i.e. the dimension

for each axis in the plane, and the slice thickness, which represents the plane thickness. All

images consisted of 128 x 128 pixels with a field of view of 30 mm, resulting in a

resolution of 234 l-lm per pixel. Further details concerning the recorded number of echoes

(per sequence), TE, the repetition time TR, the slice thickness, and for the diffusion

measurements 8 and /',. are given in the figure legends. For the diffusion measurements, the

pulsed field gradients were applied perpendicular to the mat surface, which is the direction

in which diffusion is measured.

Values of Ds and water density were extracted from the data matrices obtained in the

different NMR experiments. Only those values of Ds in the data matrix that were greater

than zero, greater than their standard deviation, with an amplitude greater than the noise

level, as estimated e.g. from the region of the Plexiglas tube where no water or proton

signal was observed, and lower than the values obtained in the overlaying water were used.

Data that did not fulfill these criteria were sorted out and subsequently set to zero (dark

black zones). Similar criteria were used to sort the data of the water density. The mat

surface of the April mat (see below) was not adjusted exactly horizontally during the NMR

measurements, which was corrected during data analysis. Furthermore, to mimic the

situation in the flow chamber during microsensor measurements, we created a minor flow

in the overlaying water during the NMR experiment, by blowing gently air over the water

surface with a Pasteur pipette connected to an air pump. The obtained data of Ds and water

density in the mat were normalized to the values of stagnant water within the core tube,

which is, for simplicity, in the following referred to as overlaying water. During the

measurements in the November mat sample (see below), we did not create a flow in the

overlaying water, and values of Ds and water density in the mat were normalized to the

values in the overlaying water. The PFG NMR measurements resulted in a relative low

signal to noise ratio (see Results). For data analysis most of these high noise signals were

not considered, which resulted in a reduction of available data for the calculation of Ds.

Mat samples. Mat samples (approximately 20 cm x 12 cm x 3 cm) were collected in April

1997 and November 1997 in the shallow (OJ-0.5 m deep) eastern part of Solar Lake (Sinai,

Egypt). The temperature and salinity were 28De and 86%0 in April and 30De and 83%0 in

November. The mat samples were transported within a few hours after sampling to the
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Interuniversity Institute in Eilat (Israel), where oxygen microsensor measurements were

performed in a laboratory. The 2-3 mm thick gelatinous golden brownish surface layer of

the mat sample taken in April was composed of diatoms (Navicula sp., Nitzschia sp.) and

unicellular cyanobacteria belonging to the Halothece cluster (Garcia-Pichel et al. 1998).

Below this surface layer, a ca. 0.5 mm thick green layer of filamentous cyanobacteria

(mainly Microcoleus chthonoplastes) was found. In the November sample, a ca. 0.5-1 mm

thick dark green cohesive surface layer composed of filamentous cyanobacteria (mainly

Microcoleus chthonoplastes) was found at the mat surface.

After the microsensor measurements in Eilat, the mat samples were transferred to the

MPI Bremen, where they were stored for 1-3 weeks in aerated brine in light, prior to the

experiments at the EU large-scale NMR facility in Wageningen (Netherlands). During this

time interval, the mat samples did not undergo a significant change in structure and

macroscopic appearance as compared to the mat samples in Eilat.

Oxygen microsensor measurements. Mat subsamples were taken with Plexiglas core

tubes with an inner diameter of 5.0-5.6 cm (April). The core tube was fixed in a flow

chamber modified from Lorenzen et a!. (1995). In November, a mat subsample

(approximately 5 cm x 4 cm x 2 cm) was embedded in agar (1.5% in Solar Lake water) in a

similar flow chamber. A constant flow of aerated Solar Lake water above the mat surface

was generated by a submersible water pump (E-Heim, Germany), connected to the flow

chamber. The mat subsamples in the flow chamber were illuminated with a fiber-optic

halogen light source (Schott KL 1500). The downwelling surface irradiance, Ed (PAR),

was quantified with an underwater quantum irradiance meter (LiCor, USA) by replacing

the flow chamber by the underwater quantum sensor, which was submerged in Solar Lake

water and placed at the same distance from the light source. Measurements in November

were performed at room temperature (26°C) and 957 flmol photons m,2 S,I, whereas in

April Ed (PAR) was 626 flmol photons m,2 S·I and the water temperature was adjusted to

30°C with a heat exchanging metal coil COIU1ected to a thermostat (Julabo).

Clark-type O2 microelectrodes (Revsbech 1989b), with outer tip diameters of <10 flm

and stirring sensitivities of <1.5%, were used to measure depth profiles of 02' The O2

microelectrodes, connected to fast responding picoamperemeters, were fixed in a motor

driven micromanipulator (Oriel, Marzhauser). By use of a dissection microscope (Zeiss),
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the microsensors were positioned on the mat surface. The measuring signals were recorded

on a strip chart recorder (Servogor) and on a computer data acquisition system (Labview,

National Instruments). The O2 microelectrodes were calibrated from readings in the aerated

overlaying Solar Lake water (100% air saturation) and in the anoxic part of the mat

(0% oxygen). Dissolved O2 concentrations in aerated Solar Lake brine at experimental

temperatures and salinities were calculated according to Sherwood et a1. (1991).

Diffusivity microsensor measurements. The apparent diffusivity, i.e. ~Ds, was measured

in a Solar Lake mat with a diffusivity microsensor (Revsbech et al. 1998) using acetylene

as the tracer gas. The diffusivity microsensor had an outer tip diameter of 60 11m. The Solar

Lake mat was sampled in December 1998 and was stored aerated and illuminated prior to

the diffusivity microsensor measurements. The mat sample had a similar structure and

composition as the mat sample from November 1997 (see above). Diffusivity microsensor

measurements were performed at room temperature (24°C) in a mat subsample, taken with

a Plexiglas core tube of ca. 2.6 cm inner diameter. The mat subsample was covered by

stagnant artificial seawater (95%0). The apparent diffusivity in the mat was measured with

250 11m vertical depth intervals. The microsensor was calibrated from signal readings in

artificial seawater of experimental temperature and salinity and from readings in 40-60 11m

glass beads in which the apparent diffusivity of oxygen had previously been established

(Revsbech et al. 1998). It was assumed that relative changes of apparent diffusivity

between different media was identical for oxygen and acetylene. The acetylene sensor is

sensitive to H2S, which was abundant below 1-2 mm depth in the mats (data not shown).

The H2S interference was minimized by using a high (100%) acetylene concentration in the

diffusivity sensor reservoir and the measured data were corrected for the remaining H2S

interference by the following procedure: H2S concentration profiles were measured in the

Solar Lake mat with a H2S microsensor (Jeroschewski et al. 1996) and a H2S calibration

was performed on the diffusivity sensor in stagnant water of the same temperature and

salinity as in the mats. During data processing, the calculated H2S-induced signal was

subtracted from the total diffusivity sensor signal before the signal was transformed into

diffusivity units.
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Calculations. Measured O2 concentration profiles were analyzed with a numerical

procedure for the interpretation of steady state microprofiles (Berg et al. 1998). This

procedure is based on a series of least square fits to measured concentration profiles,

assuming an increasing number of production and consumption zones. The fits are

compared by statistical F-testing, so that the simplest production-consumption profile

results that reproduces the measured concentration profiles within the chosen statistical

accuracy (Berg et al. 1998). The measured steady state O2 concentration profiles were

analyzed with this procedure by assuming a constant porosity of 0.9 (J0rgensen and Cohen

1977; Jmgensen et a1. 1979) and a constant Ds' which was calculated by (Ullman and Aller

1982):

Ds = ~2 Do (6)

where Do is the free solution molecular diffusion coefficient of 02, which was taken from

Broecker and Peng (1974) and corrected for salinity and temperature (Li and Gregory

1974). Profile analysis was also done with i) the Ds depth profiles obtained from the NMR

measurements and a constant porosity of 0.9 (see above), and with ii) both the Ds profiles

and the profiles of water density (Ao) measured in the NMR experiments. From the profile

analysis, areal rates of net O2 production and consumption in the mats were calculated by

multiplying the calculated (volumetric) rates by the thickness of the reaction zone and

summing the different rates of production and consumption. The total areal net 02

production rate in the light incubated mats was calculated as the difference between the

sum of net O2 production and consumption.

RESULTS

NMR and diffusivity measurements

The NMR imaging experiments showed a pronounced heterogeneity of Ds and water

density and, therefore, of diffusivity in the microbial mats (Figs. 1 and 3). Despite a

relative low signal to noise ratio of the image of Ds in the November mat (Fig. 3, upper

image), alternating strata of high and low Ds and water density were found with depth in

both mats. As Ds and water density covaried, a similar stratification of low and high

apparent diffusivity was found (Fig. 5).
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Figure 1. Image of the H20 diffusion constants in the mat from April (upper image) measured with the PFG
CPMG sequence. Parameters: Ll = 16.6 ms, Ii = 3.5 ms, TE = 21 + n*6.6 ms (n = 0-15), TR = 3.5 s, 16
echoes, slice thickness = 2.5 mm. Image of the amplitude Ao (water density, lower image) measured with the
CPMG sequence. Parameters: TE = 21 + n*4.2 ms, TR = 9 s, 24 echoes, slice thickness = 2.5 nun. The
framing scale indicates the corresponding size (cm) of the extracted and 3 times enlarged images. The water
density and diffusion coefficients are proportional to the brightness of the pixels in the images.
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In the gelatinous mat sampled in April, a broad zone of relative high water density and

Os was present in the upper 4 mm (Fig. 2, 5 A-B). In deeper mat layers the water density

and Ds generally decreased (Fig. 5 A-B), while in some areas of the mat a pattern of

alternating high and low values of water density and Os were observed (Fig. 2 A-B). In

some areas of the mat surface, a sharp transition between low and high values of water

density and Ds occurred over the upper mm (Fig. 2 A-B). Average values of water density,

Os, and 0app in the April mat varied from 0.2-0.9 times the value in the overlaying water

(Fig. 5 A-C).
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Figure 3. Image of the Hp diffusion constants in the mat from November (upper image) measured with the
PFG TSE sequence. Parameters: Ll = 7.9 ms, 5 = 5.0 ms, TE = 15 + 0*7.9 ms, TR = 1.5 s, 16 echoes, slice
thickness = 2.2 mm. Image of the amplitude Ao (water density, lower image) measured with the ePMG
sequence. Parameters: TE = 15 + n*2.9 ms, TR = 7.5 s, 32 echoes, slice thickness = 2.2 mm. The framing
scale indicates the corresponding size (in em) of the extracted and 3 times enlarged images.

In the cohesive mat sampled in November, 1-2 mrn thick bands of alternating high and

low water density and Ds were present throughout the mat (Fig. 4, 5 D-E). The variability

of water density, Ds' and, therefore, of diffusivity was less than in the April mat sample.

Average values of water density, Ds, and Dapp in the November mat varied from 0.4-0.9

times the value in the overlaying water (Fig. 5 D-F).
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Figure 4. Depth profiles of the normalized 0" water density and D.pp at two different positions in the
November mat. Upper panel shows the parameters at the first position (A-C), lower panel at the second
position (0 - F).

The apparent O2 diffusivity was measured with a diffusivity microsensor in a Solar Lake

mat sample from December 1998, which had a similar structure and composition as the

November 1997 mat (Fig. 6A). In the uppermost ca. 1 mm of the mat, normalized O2

diffusivity varied between 0.6 and 0.85 and then approached a relatively stable value of ca.

0.6 with increasing depths. Compared to these data obtained with the diffusivity

microsensor, the diffusivity of H20, as determined from NMR measurements in the

November mat (Fig. 6B), was lower in the upper mm and slightly higher 1-2 mm below the
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mat surface. In deeper layers, both profiles varied approximately around the same range of

normalized diffusivities.
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Figure 5. Depth profiles of the normalized average 0, (A: April mat, 0: November mat), water density (B:
April mat, E: November mat) and Dapp (C: April mat, F: November mat) obtained from the different NMR
experiments. The line graphs show the depth distribution of the standard deviation.



Figure 6. (A) Averaged (n = 3) and normalized depth profile of apparent O2 diffusivity in a Solar Lake mat
from December measured with a diffusivity microsensor. (B) Profile of the normalized average Dapp from the
NMR experiments in the November mat. The standard deviation is shown as line graphs.

Oxygen micro profiles

With a numerical procedure (Berg et al. 1998), the rates of net O2 production/consumption

within the mats were calculated from measured O2 concentration profiles. In the light

incubated mat from April, the oxic zone was 3.5 mm thick (Fig. 7). Beside a broad O2 peak

in the surface layer, a second O2 peak at around 2.3-2.5 mm depth was observed. Assuming

both a constant porosity and a constant Ds, two distinct zones of net O2 production in the

upper layer of the mat were calculated, with the highest rate located in the surface layer

(Fig. 7A, dotted bars). A third zone of net O2 production was calculated at the depth of the

indicated second O2 peak, which is separated from the other production zones by a zone of

net O2 consumption. A zone of high O2 consumption was calculated at the lower boundary

of the oxic zone, separated from the subsurface O2 production zone, by a zone of low net

O2 consumption. Profile analysis using the average depth profile of Ds and Dapp of H20,
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resulted in a similar pattern and depth distribution of net O2 production/consumption zones

(data not shown).

Areal rates of O2 production and consumption amounted to 0.35 nmol O2 cm-2 S-I and

0.12 nmol O2 cm-2 S-l, resulting in a total net production rate of 0.23 nmol O2 cm-2 S-I, if a

constant diffusivity was assumed. If the variation of average Dapp with depth (Fig. 5C) was

taken into account in profile analysis, these rates became 0.24 nmol O2 cm-2 sol and

0.08 nmol O2 cm-2 S-I, resulting in a total net production rate of 0.16 nmol O2 cm-2 S-I,

which is 31 % lower than the rate calculated assuming a constant diffusivity. Assuming a

constant porosity of 0.9 and taking only the average Ds depth profile from the NMR

measurement (Fig. 5A) into account, the calculated total areal net O2 production rate was

0.7% higher than the rate calculated assuming a constant diffusivity.

The profile analysis was repeated with the Ds and Dapp profile from two different

positions in the mat (Fig. 2). The relatively homogeneous Ds profile in the April mat

(Fig. 2A) resulted in a change of the pattern (depth distribution) of the calculated 02

production/consumption zones (Fig. 7A) as compared with the one calculated by assuming

constant diffusivities (dotted bars). This was also the case if the water density profile

measured at approximately the same position (Fig. 2B) was included in profile analysis

(Fig. 7B). Both analysis resulted in a decrease of the total net O2 production rate, which

amounted to 44% and 72%. We also repeated the analysis using the average of the Ds and

Dapp in the upper mm. The calculated depth distribution of the O2 production/consumption

zones from the analysis including the Ds profile was the same as the one calculated for

constant diffusivities, whereas the calculated number of zones increased from 6 to 7 zones

in the analysis with the Dapp profile (data not shown). The total net O2 production rate

decreased by 36% and 53%. Using the more scattered profiles of Ds and Dapp at the other

position in the April mat (Fig. 2D, F), the same number of zones was calculated, but

showed a different depth distribution and different rates as compared with the result

obtained using constant diffusivities (Fig. 7C, D). The calculated total areal net O2

production rates decreased by 30% and 52% as compared to the rate calculated assuming

constant diffusivities.
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Production/consumption (nmol 02 cm-3 s-I)
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Figure 7. Calculated depth profile of O2 production/consumption zones (bars) if (A) the Os profile and (B)
the Dapp profile at the first position (Fig. 2A, C), and (C) the Os profile and (D) the Dapp profile at the second
position (Fig. 20, F) in the April mat was used for profile analysis (see text). The dotted bars indicate the
calculated zones if a constant diffusivity is assumed. Open circles show the measured O2 concentration
profile. The line graphs indicate the fitted profiles calculated by the numerical procedure (Berg et al. 1998).
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In the November mat, the oxic zone was only 1.8 mm thick, with one distinct O2 peak in

the surface layer (Fig. 8). Assuming a constant diflusivity for profile analysis, two net O2

production zones in the surface layer, with the highest rate located in the upper ca. 0.3 mm,

were calculated (Fig. 8A, dotted bars). Between these zones and the zone of net O2

consumption at the lower boundary of the oxic zone, a zone of low O2 production and a

(broad) zone of low O2 consumption were calculated. The calculated areal rates of net O2

production and consumption amounted to 0.66 nmol O2 cm-2
S·I and 0.18 nmol O2 cm-2

S-I,

resulting in a total net production rate of 0.48 nmol O2 cm-2
S-I. The pattern and depth

distribution of the production/consumption zones did not change when the calculated

average profiles of Ds and Dapp from the NMR measurements were used for profile analysis

(data not shown).

Using the average profile of Dapp for oxygen profile analysis, the calculated areal rates

of net O2 production and consumption decreased to 0.40 nmol O2 cm-2
S-I and 0.13 nmol

O2 cm-2
S-I, with a total net production rate of 0.27 nmol O2 cm-2

S-I, which corresponds to

a decrease of 43%. From the analysis where only the average profile of Ds was taken into

account, a 16% lower total net O2 production rate was calculated as compared with the rate

calculated assuming constant diffusivities.

The calculated depth distribution of O2 production/consumption zones and the

magnitude of the rates changed if the depth profile of Ds and Dapp from two different

positions (Fig. 4) were used for profile analysis. Since Ds and, therefore, also Dapp at the

mat surface could not be determined from the NMR measurements, the values from the

next following depth were used for the mat surface in profile analysis. Both parameters

from the first position (Fig. 4 A, C) resulted in a decrease of calculated zones, i.e. from 5 to

4 calculated zones, and the zone of low net O2 production in the surface layer disappeared

(Fig. 8A, B). The calculated total net O2 production rate increased by 5% (Ds) and

decreased by 24% (Dapp) as compared to the rate calculated assuming constant diffusivities.

Using the depth profiles of both parameters from the second position (Fig. 4 D, F), the

calculated number of zones did not change, but the depth distribution of the zones

(Fig. 8C, D). The most significant changes occurred in the surface layer, especially if Dapp

was used for profile analysis (Fig. 8D). Compared with the result using a constant

diffusivity, the calculated total areal rate of net O2 production decreased by 16% and 53%.
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Production/consumption (nmol 02 cm-3 s-l)
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Figure 8. Calculated depth profile of O2 production/consumption zones (bars) if (A) the Os profile and (B)
the D,pp profile at the first position (Fig. 4A, C), and (C) the Os profile and (D) the D,pp profile at the second
position (Fig. 40, F) in the November mat was used for profile analysis (see text). The dotted bars indicate
the calculated zones if a constant diffusivity is assumed. Open circles show the measured O2 concentration
profile. The line graphs indicate the fitted profiles calculated by the numerical procedure (Berg et al. 1998).
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We present the first application of 'H-NMR imaging to determine diffusion characteristics

of microbial mats. Both the vertical depth distribution and an estimate of the lateral

variability of the H20 diffusion coefficients and water density within the mat could be

obtained with this technique. In the following we discuss the current limitations of the

technique together with the implications of our results for analysis of microprofiles.

Water density

The diffusion coefficients measured with pulsed field gradient NMR, correspond to the

tortuosity corrected H20 diffusion coefficient, i.e. Ds' since only the average displacement

of the ensembles and not their magnitude is monitored (Beuling et al. 1998). To obtain

information about the apparent diffusivities (Dapp) in the mats, it is therefore necessary to

additionally determine the porosity of the mat, preferable at the same high spatial

resolution.

Porosity, i.e. the relative volume fraction of pore space in sediments, is determined as

the ratio of the volume fraction of water and the sum of the volume fraction of water and

solids (Buchanan 1984). We used the normalized mat water density determined in the

CPMG experiments as an estimate of the mat porosity. The measured water density may

include, however, not only extracellular, but also intracellular water, representing an

aqueous phase that is not completely accessible for diffusive solute transport within mats.

Furthermore, protons from e.g. fat and sugars can also contribute to the signal (Edzes et al.

1998), and the latter could cause a slight overestimation of the mat water density,

especially in the upper layers of the mat with high microbial population densities. These

factors could have led to an overestimation of the mat porosity. The error made by using

the water density as an estimate of the porosity is difficult to estimate. We are well aware

of the potential errors included in our estimate of the mat porosity. However, the product of

the water density and the diffusion coefficient Ds represents the best possible estimate of

the apparent diffusivity in the mat.
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Water diffusion coefficients

Non spatially resolved pulsed field gradient NMR was applied by Beuling et al. (1998) to

determine the diffusive properties of biofilms. These authors showed that the diffusion

coefficients of water measured with pulsed field gradient NMR agreed with reported

literature data, and that the water diffusion coefficients measured in alginate matrices with

PFG NMR corresponded with literature data of normalized diffusion coefficients of e.g.

02' It was also shown that in artificial biofilms the water diffusion coefficient decreased

with increasing volume fraction of bacteria and that measured diffusion coefficients in

natural biofilms compared well with those estimated from the physical biofilm

characteristics by use of models.

We can, however, not exclude that the diffusion of solutes is differently affected in mats

as compared with water. Whereas the effect of polymers on the diffusion of different

solutes should be comparable, the permeability of cells for the solutes may vary. Cells are

generally permeable for water, but if the short time period for diffusion labeling and the

restricted and slow diffusion of water within bacterial cells is considered (see also Beuling

et al. 1998), this diffusional flux of water through the cells may be of minor importance. It

is assumed that diffusion of water is hindered or at least strongly reduced by the presence

of bacterial cells, especially in the densely populated microbial mats. Although gases may

passively pass the bacterial cell envelope by diffusion, there seem to exist significant

differences between bacteria concerning the gas pern1eability (Beuling 1998). The

permeability of bacteria is influenced by the structure/architecture of the bacterial cells and

the diffusion coefficient of O2 in immobilized and inactivated (gram-positive) bacteria

permeable for O2 was about 12% of the diffusion coefficient in water (Beuling 1998). We

speculate that although a diffusive O2 flux through cells might occur in microbial mats, this

will be of minor importance due to the low diffusion coefficient in cells and O2 diffusion

may, therefore, be affected significantly by high densities of microbial cells.

NMR and microsensor diffusivity measurements

We obtained similar results with a diffusivity microsensor using an inert tracer gas and

NMR imaging in comparable mats (Fig. 6). This indicates that the diffusion of water and

gases seem to be similarly affected in microbial mats. The finding of rather low apparent

diffusivities in microbial mats is in accordance with studies in an inactivated cultured
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diatom biofilm, where an apparent O2 diffusivity of 51 % was determined (Revsbech

1989a).

The apparent diffusivity profiles determined with the microsensor and NMR imaging

exhibited some differences in the upper 2 mm (Fig. 6). The diffusivity at the mat surface

bears the highest uncertainty with both methods due to uncertainty in defining the surface.

Also, if the principle of the diffusivity microsensor is considered (Revsbech et al. 1998),

the diffusion of the tracer gas away from the sensor tip at the surface should be affected by

the adjacent overlaying water. Thus, the diffusivity at the mat surface determined with the

diffusivity microsensor was probably overestimated (Fig. 6A). Some difference could also

arise due to the fact that we compare a non-invasive method with an invasive method.

The microsensor measures apparent diffusivities, i.e. gas diffusivity as a function of mat

porosity and tortuosity ($Ds), whereas the apparent diffusivities of water were estimated as

the product of the water density and Ds determined with NMR. Although some differences

between both profiles may be explained by this estimation, apparent diffusivities in the

depth interval from 2 to 4 mm were rather similar (Fig. 6), indicating that the error made

by estimating the porosity from the normalized water density was not severe.

Oxygen, water density and diffusion coefficient in Solar Lake microbial mats

The structure and microbial composition of the April and the November mats differed

significantly in the 1-3 mm thick surface layer, and this led also to pronounced differences

of the O2 distribution in the mats (Figs. 7, 8). Although measured at lower surface

irradiances, O2 penetrated deeper into the April mat as compared with the November mat.

The O2 concentration profile in the April mat showed the presence of a broad

photosynthetic active zone. Photosynthesis in the layer dominated by filamentous

cyanobacteria (M chthonoplastes) below the surface layer of unicellular cyanobacteria and

diatoms caused the subsurface peak of O2 concentration and net O2 production. An obvious

prerequisite for this subsurface photosynthesis peak is a deep light penetration, probably

facilitated by an accumulation of exopolymers in the gelatinous and partly translucent

surface layer of the April mat.

The distinct O2 peak in the November mat indicates intense photosynthesis only in the

surface layer dominated by filamentous cyanobacteria. Whether the calculated zone of low

net O2 production at the lower boundary of the oxic zone was due to photosynthesis is
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difficult to estimate, but could represent low photosynthetic activity in the previous years

mat surface.

The seasonal changes of the cyanobacterial mats in the shallow part of Solar Lake, i.e.

the dominance of filamentous cyanobacteria at the mat surface in winter and of unicellular

cyanobacteria and diatoms in summer, were already described by Krumbein et al. (1977).

These changes of the phototrophic community apparently have a significant effect on the

O2 distribution within the mats. A crucial parameter for this seasonality seem to be the

sensitivity of filamentous cyanobacteria to photooxidative stress (Krumbein et al. 1977).

Downward migration of filamentous cyanobacteria, primarily M. chthonoplastes, induced

by UV and increases in visible light was reported in a Solar Lake mat (Bebout and Garcia

Pichel 1995). Furthermore, upward migration of filamentous cyanobacteria to the surface

can also be induced in the summer mat by shading the mat (Krumbein et al. 1977). Thus,

the depth zonation of the dominating cyanobacterium M chthonoplastes in response to

solar radiation and its seasonal changes could lead to an accumulation of exopolymer

sheaths in the subsurface layer.

In both mats, an increase of the average water density below the surface layer was found

(Fig. 5). The high water density in this layer could have been due to an enrichment of

exopolysaccharides (exopolymers), which can contain significant amounts of water

(Christensen and Characklis 1990; Decho 1994). Exopolymers may include e.g. sheaths

and slimes produced by unicellular cyanobacteria and diatoms and, especially, the sheaths

of filamentous cyanobacteria, like the sheathed bundles of Microcoleus chthonoplastes,

which can reach a thickness of up to 15 /lm (J0fgensen et al. 1983). The decrease of the

water density in deeper parts of the mats indicates an increased compaction of the mat.

In the subsurface layer of high water density, the average H20 diffusion coefficient Ds

also showed a peak at approximately the same depth in both mats (Fig. 5). We speculate

that an increased amount of (porous) exopolymers and probably also lower cell densities

could have led to a less pronounced hindrance of diffusion in that layer. The variability of

Os at increasing depth was influenced by the distinct lamination pattern present in the mats

due to overgrowth and preservation of photic layers from earlier years. It appears that the

zone of high D/water density was not as broad in the November mat as compared with the

April mat, indicating a more pronounced accumulation of exopolymers in the April mat.
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Thus, the NMR data seem to relate well to the functional and structural properties of the

mats.

Diffusion in microbial mats

In the uppermost active layers of dense and compact microbial mats, diffusion of solutes

will mainly be affected by the polymer matrix and bacterial cells, which may act as

diffusion barriers or, at least, impede the diffusion of solutes. As already suggested by

Glud et al. (1995), the empirical relations used for sediments may not sufficiently describe

the diffusional properties of microbial mats. Diffusion in microbial mats may rather be

considered as diffusion in a cell-containing gel (see Westrin and Axelsson 1991).

Nevertheless, some dilute biopolymer gels, i.e. natural gels with a low polymer volume

fraction (e.g. alginate, agarose), resemble porous media, since they are heterogeneous and

the open voids between the bundled polymer molecules may constitute a porous phase

(Westrin 1991).

To predict the apparent diffusivity in a cell-containing gel, the polymer and the cell

volume fraction, or at least their corresponding weight fraction, have to be determined and

a model to estimate apparent diffusion coefficients in a polymer matrix and a model to

estimate apparent diffusion coefficients as a function of the volume fraction of

impermeable spheres (cells) have to be used (Westrin and Axelsson 1991). The use of

physical characteristics (dry weight, ash content) to estimate the volume fraction of

polymers and bacteria and the application of models to calculate their effect on the

diffusion coefficient seem to yield good estimates for the apparent diffusivity in biofilms

(Beuling 1998), but this procedure lacks spatial resolution. Deviations from a random

distribution of individual impermeable spheres (cells), like large volume fractions, non

spherical shapes and irregular distribution, cause an additional decrease of the diffusion

coefficient, which have to be accounted for by an estimation of the shape and spatial

distribution of the cells (Beuling 1998). The observed variability of Ds and water density,

especially in the upper part of the mats (Fig. 5), indicated a vertical and lateral

heterogeneous distribution of exopolymers and microbial cell densities in the microbial

mats. Due to this inhomogeneity and the deviation of the shape of some mat-inhabiting

microorganisms from spheres and spheroids, like e.g. filamentous bacteria and bundles of

the dominating M chthonoplastes, the theoretical models used to estimate apparent
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diffusivities in biofilms may not be sufficient to predict diffusion in microbial mats. More

comparative experimental and theoretical studies are necessary to yield satisfactory models

or empirical relations for diffusion in microbial mats. Thus, in such complex and

heterogeneous matrices apparent diffusivities have to be determined experimentally with

tine-scale techniques like NMR imaging or diffusivity microsensors.

Microprofile analysis

The diffusive properties of the mats obtained from the NMR measurements were used to

estimate their effect on the analysis of measured O2 concentration profiles and the

calculation of net O2 production rates. The obtained results demonstrate the potential of

how solute diffusivities can affect profile analysis. Uncertainties of this approach are i) the

estimates of Dapp bear a potential error (see above), ii) some differences concerning the

diffusivity of water and O2 may occur in the microbial mats, and iii) the O2 concentration

profiles were measured at a certain position in the mats, and the diffusive properties of

these positions may, therefore, have differed from the Ds and Dapp profiles used for analysis

of the O2 concentration profiles. Since microsensor measurements are point measurements,

we not only used the average Ds and average Dapp profiles in the analysis, but also profiles

of Ds and Dapp selected from two different positions in the mats, representing extremes of

variability as compared to the average profiles of these parameters. For the interpretation of

the O2 profiles, the laterally averaged Dapp profile will result in an underestimation,

whereas the distinct profiles of Dapp extracted from different positions will overestimate the

effect of vertical variability of Dapp on profile analysis.

The obtained results clearly indicate the importance of considering the heterogeneity of

solute diffusivity for the interpretation of measured concentration profiles. Maximal

variations of more than 50% of calculated net O2 production rates resulted when profile

analysis was performed with the measured diffusivities and compared to the results when

constant diffusivities were assumed. Furthermore, the solute diffusivity may not only affect

the magnitude of calculated rates, but also the depth distribution of activity zones (Figs. 7,

8). In all analysis, the effect of Dapp was much more pronounced as the effect of Ds'

pointing to the necessity of fine-scale determination of both Ds and porosity, if the apparent

diffusivity is not measured directly.
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Summary/Conclusion

(PFG) NMR imaging is a powerful new tool to investigate the diffusional properties of

heterogeneous systems like microbial mats and sediments. The Solar Lake microbial mats

exhibited a strong lateral and vertical variability of water diffusion coefficient and water

density due to the heterogeneous distribution of polymers and cell densities within the

mats. The structure of the microbial mats exhibits seasonal changes, which influence the

distribution of O2 within the mats and led to differences of the diffusional properties of the

upper mat layers. The profile of estimated apparent water diffusivities obtained with NMR

imaging and of apparent O2 diffusivities as measured with a diffusivity microsensor in a

comparable mat, were rather similar, thus indicating that the diffusivity of gases and water

was affected in the same way by the structure and composition of the microbial mats. The

measured variability of the apparent diffusivities affected the outcome of measured O2

concentration profile analysis significantly. It is thus important to take spatial

heterogeneity of diffusive properties into account when interpreting solute concentration

profiles measured with microsensors in natural microbial mats and sediments.
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In hypersaline environments such as Solar Lake, thick and finely laminated microbial mats

develop since environmental conditions limit the survival of higher organisms. Due to their

compacted microbial composition and due to the absence of bioturbation, microbial mats

are ideal model systems to study biogeochemical processes and their regulation. Solar Lake

mats probably belong to the most comprehensively studied of hypersaline environments,

however, only little is known about the regulation of biogeochemical processes in these

mats.

In this thesis, oxygen and sulfide cycling in hypersaline Solar Lake microbial mats was

investigated with emphasis on regulatory effects of important environmental parameters

like temperature and irradiance on the different processes involved.

The effect of temperature on oxygen and sulfide producing/consuming processes was

investigated with microsensors under dark and light conditions (chapter 2). Oxygenic

photosynthesis and oxygen consumption in the dark and in the aphotic zone of the light

incubated mat exhibited a maximum close to the temperature of the natural habitat. Sulfide

production and sulfide oxidation, however, increased further with temperature, leading to

an increasing relative contribution of sulfide oxidation to oxygen consumption in the light

incubated mat and to saturation of sulfide oxidation in the dark incubated mat at elevated

temperatures. A minor temperature dependence of areal rates of dark oxygen consumption

indicated diffusion limitation due to the mass transfer resistance imposed by the diffusive

boundary layer. Sulfide production exceeded dark oxygen consumption rates at elevated

temperatures, indicating an increasing importance of sulfate reduction for the

mineralization of organic matter at elevated temperatures. Temperature did not only affect

process rates, but also the depth zonation of different processes and caused a macroscopic

change of the mat, possibly indirectly induced by the enhanced sulfide production. Thus,

direct and indirect temperature effects determined the temperature response of the

microbial community. The results of this study demonstrate that sulfide conversion

processes became of increasing importance for oxygen turnover at elevated temperatures

and that the close coupling of oxygen and sulfur cycling in Solar Lake mats is strongly

regulated by temperature.
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Since oxygenic photosynthesis is the driving force of hypersaline microbial mats, a

detailed study on the regulatory effects of temperature and irradiance on photosynthesis

and oxygen consumption was performed (chapter 3). In this study, areal rates of dark

oxygen consumption increased almost linearly with temperature (15°C-45°C), but

exhibited a relative low temperature dependence (QIO = 1.3), again indicating that dark

oxygen consumption in Solar Lake microbial mats is strongly controlled by the mass

transfer constraints imposed by the diffusive boundary layer. Photosynthesis versus

irradiance curves measured at three experimental temperatures indicated an adaptation of

the phototrophic community to high irradiances and an optimum temperature of gross

photosynthesis slightly above the in situ temperature. At moderate irradiances, temperature

increased the percentage of photosynthetically produced oxygen which was consumed

within the mat, resulting in an increased light requirement to turn the mat into a net

autotrophic community at elevated temperatures, as estimated from the oxygen budget.

Oxygen consumption in the photic zone of the mat contributed significantly to the total

oxygen consumption of the microbial mat in the light and was coupled to photosynthesis.

This coupling was enhanced by irradiance and temperature and led to an increased internal

oxygen cycling in Solar Lake microbial mats. Based on these results, carbon cycling may

also be characterized by a similar close coupling between autotrophs and heterotrophs,

strongly regulated by temperature and irradiance.

Important for the quantification of biogeochemical processes in benthic ecosystems is the

solute diffusivity. Non-invasive NMR imaging was used to determine the diffusive

properties of two structurally different Solar Lake microbial mats, by measuring the two

dimensional distribution of the water density and the diffusion coefficient of water in the

mats (chapter 4). A pronounced lateral and vertical variability of the water density and the

water diffusion coefficient was found in the mats, influenced by the mat structure and

heterogeneous distribution of microbial cells and exopolymers. Despite some differences in

the uppermost layer, estimated apparent water diffusivities compared well with apparent

oxygen diffusivities, measured with a diffusivity microsensor in a comparable mat. Thus,

with NMR imaging it is possible to determine diffusivity at high spatial resolution and to

resolve lateral and vertical heterogeneities. Analysis of measured oxygen concentration

profiles with a diffusion-reaction model taking the observed diffusivity variations into
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account, indicated the necessity to determine diffusive properties at high spatial resolution

for the interpretation of measured solute concentration profiles in heterogeneous systems.

The combination of NMR imaging for the determination of diffusive properties of benthic

communities with two-dimensional methods for the detection of important solutes, like

planar optodes, may provide a powerful tool to determine microbial activity in

heterogeneous communities at high spatial resolution in two dimensions. This combination

of methods could further resolve the effect of diffusive properties and heterogeneities on

microbial activity in such communities.
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